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o In order to determine how vocational education
4oroqrams should be evaluated, it is\first necessary to define
vocational education, to describe how vocational education programs
are now being evaluated, to find out how ,other federal education
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programs are evaluated, and to suggest what4criteria might reasonably
be set out in future federal legislation for. the evaluation of
vocational education. Vocational education can be defin ed as
encompassing some 28,000 institutions providing 'three types of
occupational preparationin nine general types of program areas, at
four educational levels,to meet the needs of at least seven special.
needs groups. Studies by several researcher and Congressional v
hearings have demonstrated that vocational educationls being
evaluated on a variety, of criteria;.with-a confusing,mix of data....
Federal regulations, howeYzer, call'fr each .state vocational
educ4on program to be evaluated once -every,ffve years in terms of

,planipifg and' operational processes, student achievement,. student'
emplaiyment success, and results of additional services provided .to-
speckal populations. Title I (Education of,Dladttantaged Children)
and Public Law94-142 (Educatiot of the HandicaOped).haVe somewhat
different evaluation reqUirementi than the Vocational Education.- ..
Amendments set forth, raisings:questions. of whether evaluatiOn should
be seen, as a manageMent and accounting activity for the federal.
goveinment, or as a.diagno tic and planning tool fot,local schoc4ii

i
and districts. It, is sugge ted that the federal role in vocational
education evaluation requirements be lessened, inasmuch as the :-

federal-government provides less than 10 percent of its support. ft
is also proposed that evaluatiom criteria Joe developed pertaining to
program improvement and.that evaluation of labor, market demands be
left to the federal government., (KC) .
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.

How should vocational-education programs be evaluated? This is the

question addressed in this paper. Specifically, we,addrPss the qugstion ,

from the perspective of federal vocational education legislation. In

rder io suggestanswers to the question, we first address the folloW-

g questions, which wil7l provide a basis for our answers:

- What is vocational 9ducation?

- How are vocational education Trograms now being evaluated?

- How are other federal eddcation programs-evaluated? 4

- That criteria might reasonably be set out in future federal legis-

lation for the evaluation of yocationar education?

cfe

Bef re embarking on at least brief answers tthese questions, this intro-

tion describes the background to this paper.

In thhearings prior to the 1976.Education Amendments by the U.S..

Congress, there was much criticism of past evaluation and planning efforts

connec ed with vocational education. As/the Interim Re, ort of the NIE

Vq.atio al EduCation Study described it: .

/
.

,,,4

,_.
.

in 197.6.,Cppgresslheard repeated
.

criticisms of the

planning proceisr, and in particular of coordination among
partienvolvedtand of use of current data The 1976

lAmend sIts 4R nsequently'incorporated a number of provisions

d tot mp e planning and evaluation procedures. °-

.( 4- ' (National Institute, of Education, 1980, p.-916)

The Int ort g con to point out that` one of the mechanisms by

-which Congres'S sought to. Aorove the degree to which.planning was informed

by relevant,data was by establishing new ev/luation requirements, Specif-

cally Section 112(b)(1) of the .1976 "amendments st pulated that:,

(A) 'each State,shallduring the -five- ar period-of

the State plan, evaluate the effectiveness of each pro4-,

gram withih the State being assisted with nds.available

-under this Act; and the results of these ev luaticins shall
. -

be used to revise the State's programs.
.

a

o)

o
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(B) each State,shall evaluate, . each such pro..°

gram within the State which purpolts to impart entry
level job -s-kills according to the - ,extent to which program

completerS and leavers--

(i) find employment, in-occupations related to
theii.training, and'

4
1

(ii) are, considered by their employers to be

well-trained and prepared for employment,

TwO themes are ,apparent in the anguage of this .section. 'First is

that evaluations of4effectiveness shoul be used to revise and improve

vocational programs. Second is the notion, that programs which'seek to

prepare students directly for employment should 13 evaluated in terms of

whether they subsequently d, find employment related to their ,training,

and are considered well-trained by their employers, The latter idea was
4

a reflection. of a broader theme in the 1976 legislation, namely that,

-vocati nal education programs Should be more closely articulated with

labor mark t.conditions and demands for sgilled labdr. After\all., it is

of little ben 't to anyone for a program to produce individuals skilled

in; say, repair of television and radio vacuum tubes, when most such

" i
....., 4

instruments how use transistors.
,

.
4

BUt if the motivations behind the 1976 vocational education evaluatio

4

req irements'Are easy', to unders tand, it is far less clear exactly what the
8

' effects of'the'Se requirements have been. Available evidence on this point

-I \

will be reviewed in section TIT, but 'or the noment suffice it to exjiain
/ .

.

that
.

pendinere ithorization of federal vocational education in 1982, the

Vocatliml Education tudy was mandated to analyze -"the means of assessing

. L . . . , .

program Clualit And of vive ss" (National Institute of Education. 1986,Amendi A
. *

, In connection 4it h this ma he study staff asked us to consider



'what criteria, might reasonably be specified in federal legislation as

bases for'evaluat g vocational education programs, This paperois one

product of tha considera

. .

II. What Is /Vocational Education?

.
° Thi question seems a reasonable place to bewin. The first\zint to

;

note that the very phrase "vocational education" connotes two different
1

\
. ',

t

t 6s of goals. The adjective "Vocational" indicates clearly that we are
%

of referring simply to general, education, but to education for vocations.
.

.

Vocation rdfers,,of course, not just to-work or labor.,--butto particular

.occupatianal calli gs. Indeed; the oldest meaning of the word in the

4

English language ref s to "action on the part of God in%calling a person

I

to exercise some,furictlan" (Okford'English Dictionary). At the same time,

however, the subject of the phrase is education -- "the process of nour-
\

\
ishing or rearing a child or young person" (Ibid.).* °The point.of this

\\distinctioniS mare -than merely semantic, forit is easy to forget that

vocational edudation is not synonymous with vocational training, that

the'forMer refers to a particular form of education.

But befaie attempting.to draw out any implications from this distinction,

.

exactly are] e sorts of programs funded under federal vocational eduCational

legislatio ttThe vocational education, lenterprise is "a congery of different

,systims noCa single system; it is decen ralize and diversified. Its

programso nstruction are offered in differe kinas f institution's:' The

4.

j
let me addr 6he'questionof thit section at a more practical level. What

Accoirdi o'the OED, vocation is a tlightly older ord in'the English,
langua (1426). than educa:qon (1540).

,
I.

0
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,

number of students enrolled in its hide variety of programs and courses

was 17:3 16.114on'in 1979 (National Institute of Education, 1980). According
3

eo,Bottoms c1980)\ he executive direCtoi of the-American Vocational Associa-
.

tion,. "Essentially votational educ'ation provides learning experiences that
,

.
- .. 4 . # 4

further the occupational awareness, exploration, preparation, and special-
/ ,

ized 'needs of its clieptse typically aged 14-64).." e

. /

According to the latest report Of the'Natiohal Center for Educational

Statistics (NCES) on The Condition of Vocational Education (1980), there

are nearly 28,000 different institutions nationwide offerfng vocational
,

education programs. Although the NCES-has described.these institutions in
, s.

. . ,
'IP

terms'of some 18 different types, it notes that "even the identification
,

.

and description of the institutions has required in some instances'the use /
. 4

of general terms that mask mamy significant even fundamental differences,

in institutional intent or character"_(p.-350). The 'largest single type
(

of institution pxovi;ding vocational education with.federalsupport is public
r. . .-.

coMprehensiVe and vocational high schools, accounting for nearly l'6,000
1

I

14schools. 0"

...

For this level,- namely the secondary 'level, Notational edpcators-typi,
[

. ,

ca\fly describe three major purposes for the enterprise: -
,

1. In-depth exploration or.occupations to assist in
the career planning process.

2.. Devel4ment of occupational competencies designed
,

to be recognized for advanced placement in post-
secondary programs, and

' * The NCES report Indicates that at leastthr4e types of institution offer-
ing vocatio al prOgrams do nót receive 'federal vocational education funds;
namely pri condary schools, private noncollegiate postsecondary
sghoOls.., an espondence schools. -
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. Development of occuptional Competehcies necessary to
enter an occupation. .1.

(Minnesota Department of EdUpation, 1978, p. 361)

Vocational education programs focusi g on the latter purpose some

mes are described a's occupational vocat,onal education programs, whereas

rograms serving mainly the fo4e1-two pu oses are called non-occupational

in the sense that they are not aimed at directly preparing',Andividuals for

occupations.

Substptial numbers of secondary vocational stu nts Continue beyond

.
high school. for some form of postsecondary schooling, - ow-up data.on the

high schtol class of 1972 indkate that at some time w thin four, ears out

of high school 54%-of vocational- high school graduates roll in some 'form

of-postsecondary education programs (including both academic and vocational

postsecondary programs, as compared with 62.5% of general high sChool-

.

graduates (Woods Haney, 1981, Appendix D). This trend toward pursuit Of

postsecQndary-schooling by secondary vocational giaduates appears to have
\

been recognized implicitly by Congress in the 1976 Education Amendments in

stipulating that "in no ease can pursuit of. additional education or training

by program completers or leavers be considered negatively in these evalua-

tions" of Occupationa l-vocational programs (Section 112(b)(1)) Thus,

r
,

fol1.6*-up studies of secondary vocational graduates usually do (and certainly

4

- .should) distinguish'between'individuals who are in the labor force and those

who are out of the labor force--the latter referring to individuals who are

enrolled in school full-time, are homemakers, and several other categorieS.-

of individuals as well.-

This.description only begins tIOPconvek some ofthe complexity of the

vocational education enterprise. it is also worth noting that vocational

4.
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program offerings are traditionally described in terms of nine prograM

areas:

-1
Agriculture -

Distributive
Health

Consumer and homemaking
Occupational home economics

-

Industrial arts,
_Office occupations /
Technical
Trade and industrial

Nevertheless, when these types are disaggrekatecif only foi occupation-
,

ally siecific progiams, instructional programs keyed to nearly 100 different

O

occupations can be identified (Condition.of Vocational.EducatiOn, 1980,

pp. 583-580, and these 100 occupation011yspecific instructional programs

are reportedly offered at all four levels ofthe vocational education enter-.

prise (secondary, postsecondary,. adult-short-term, and adult -long- term)..

Such diversitydis:all the more impressive when it is noted that enrollments

in-occupationally specific vocational education programs make up only about

7 million of the estimated 17 million enrollments in vocational education

programs overall in 1978-79 (including both occupational and nonoccupational

programs).

One final aspect of diversity in the vocational enterprise deserves to

be mentioned, namely, the population of individuals intend.ed. to be served.

As far bade as the'Smith-HugheS Act in 1917, thetarget population for

federally aided vocational education programs has generalli, been understood'
'oo

to be high-school aged youth preparipg for occupations.* HoWever, the

,.. . \

* Woo & Haney, 1979, prOvides a more. detailed accbunt of the evolution
of federal legislative goals in this regard.

, \
9

1

.0,
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1

Vocational Education Act of 1963 greatly elaborated the definition of the'
o

population to be served.by vocational education. Specifically, the 1963

Act established the intent for vocational,education to meet the needs of

four groups: (1).'youth in.high school; (2) youth with special, nee s;

(3)o youth and adults,in full-time pogtsecondary programs preparing to enter

the labor market; and (4) youth and adults unemployed ar at work, and

needing training or(retraining to-achieve employment stability. The

special needs group was defined in the 1963 Act to-include "personss who '

. 4 -
-

have academic, socioeconomic, or other hindicips that prevent them frqm

succeeding in the regular vocational education program," While'the'
r

"physically handicapPed". were%explicitly excluded from the special needs

group identified in 1963, it was added.as a special needs target group for

vocational education by the Education Amendments of 1968. Moreover, the

Amendments-of 1976 further extended the special needs definition to include

lt,
* ,

, women; limited Engligh-speaking persons, and American Inddans, .

Nth... v .

iInv the vocational education enterprise is tremendously complex

./ ,.
.

and variegated. It encompassed, at last codnv, ele:28,000 institutions
.

/
, .

:.providing vocational education instruction. It spans three cluitedifferent

----...-. types of occupatibnal preparation (occupational exploration, preparation
. .. ..

,

.
for, advanced placement in subsequent occupational preparation programs, and

preparation fordirett,entry into occupations). Focusing only on occupa-

tional vocational education, we see nine different general types of program

. / .
areas (spanning nea y 100 different occupationsccupations for which vocational pro-

,

....

.grams seekto prepare individuals). Moreover, vocational education programS

exist at four different levels of the educational system (secondary,

1 0
, .
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postsecondary, adult short -ter and adult long-term). Finally; and.on top
;

of all this, we see that vocaton'aI education also is intended to' meet

the needs of at least seven specificallycifically identifiei special needs groups.

PII. How Are Vocational Education Programs Now
_
Being Evaluated?

.
.

Given an-enterprise of thiS#4nitude and diversir, how are vocational

1

,.

education programs,now being evaluated? Before answering this question,

..let me describe at least brief* what is meant by eva.luation", In its root

senuate means to determine the value or worth of a thing. Pro-
.

.

gram evaluation as a major social enterprise in the United States has

developed only sihce 1965, whenIthe Elementary and Secondary Education Act -

was passed6by the ,U.S. Congress with explicit provisions for the evaluation:

of programs funded under the Act. Many different sorts of activities have

taken place in the name of evaluation since then, including needs assess-

ments, cost effectiveness studies, planned variation experiments,,program

documentation, and studies modeled after literary criticism. Nevertheless,

for the purpose of this paper we adopt the,definition of evaluation used in

a recent Congressionally mandated study of evaluation.oe-federallyfunded

elementary-and secondary education programs, as follows:

Evaluation is defined. . . as,a study designed to
answer questions about what a program does in the
interest of making judgments about the program. The

questions often'addressed include: Who is served?

What services are delivered? At what cost? With
1

what effect?
I(Boruch & Cordray, 1980, pp. 1-4)*

* See Chapter 2 -of the Boruch fr Cordray report for a brief review of
some of the diverse meanin0 attached to the word evaluation by

different sorts of_Oservers.
. .
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Given this definition, how are such questions being answetjeg with

respect to vocational education? Verbaps the Osiest place to begin.

answering Ais question is with a deicription of intent: A full description

: .

of the evaluation\requirements
1
for vocational education as described in 'the

Baruch Cordray (1980) study is provided in Appendix 1.of this paper. .

/ ,

Here, let me note simply'that while Such requirements have been set out

at levels of both.federal and state government, and contain clear specia-

cations of organizations and officials to be'involyed in evaluating voca-

tional education, the purpose of.this paper is not to consOer such pro-

cedural4matters, but instead to.analyze what criteria might reasonatky, be

set out for evaluating,vocational education programs atoqhe lOcal level,

or to be more predise vocational' education programs. receiving federal funds,

1

ederal regulations currently call for each State Department of Edu-

cation to evaluate thq effe?tiveness of each such vocational education

program, once within'tfle'fiv.e-yehr period of the state plan in .terms of:

(1) planning and operational processes

(2) student achieveMent;

13) student employment success, and

(4) results of additional services provided to spqcial

,populationS.

The evaluation requirements specified in fedpral regula4ons in October

-1977 were considerably More extensive than the criteria mentioned in the

Educati al Amendments of 1976. Thus, before answering the qUestion of

how ocational education progr'ams are now beilig eval,pated, let us describe at

.16

0

eat briefly how the criteria mentioned in the 19761egislation were trans-

formed into those set out inkthe 1977 regulations..
e'

I

6 . 12
a

I

A

. a
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As notediin the introductionlin hearings leading to the passage off'

the 1976 Amendments, there was considerable criticism of past evaluation

and planning with respect to vocational education. Congress was particularly

concerned that vocational education program offerings were not responsive

to labor market demands and to manpower needs, Thus Congresi specified that

occupational vocational education programs should be evaluated in terms of

which program compl,eters and leavers:

i. find employment in occupations related to their training, C

(and)

ii. are considered by their employers to be well.trained and
prepared for employment.

As Hendrickson (1981) recounts,vocational educators "objected strenu-

ously" to thesevaluation'requirements. First it was argued that such

employment criteria do not acknowledge the broader goals of vocational

education programs, and the fact that vocational education,Ifs more than

simply job training. Second, it was maintained that such job placement and

'
performance criteria ineffeet would hold vocational educators accountable

to unfair standards.

School systems should be held accountable for imparting.
certain knowledge and skills and for making certain that
there is a good fit between what is taught and the jobs
available. However, what jobs students actually takeis ,

determined by a host of economic and personal factors
beyond the school'S,control. 'Hold us accountable for
employability, but not employment,' is the way Many Voca
tional educators phrased the concern. ,

(Hendrickson, 1981, p, 7)

M. Third, some people_voiced the concern that if vocational education pro-

giams were held accountable in terms of job plaCement and employer satis-

. faction criteria, that there might be a tendency to avoid accepting

vidualssinto voc lanai programs who might be harder to'place, "such as

members of minority groups, the disadvantaged, or women in nontraditional



\,)

prdgrads-7in short,

edution) to reach

# Oparently at

the very, groups Congtess most wanted rVdCational
a

" )(Hendrickson, 1981, p. 7),

least partly as a result of 'such objections, Tegulations
. .

.

issuedky the U.S. Office Of Education in October 1977 specified a broader
k.

approach to,evaluating vocational education,' As mentioned already, theA
oregulations.specified'four axes in. which evaluation should be conducted

(namely, planning and iwerational proceSSes, student achievement, employment.

success, and results oi,additional services provided to special legilla- '

tions). Details on the exact criteria suggested in the regulations pnder

each of these rubriei are presented in Table 1.

The evaluation regulations were further elaborated 14.a policy memo-

randum in4April 1979. According to Hendrickson (1981),he evaluation
.,

. ...

. f

policy memo was issued only after "more than a year and one-harf of internal

struggle ana debate within OE over how prescriptive to be" in setting out

.

evaluation re4Uirements. On one hand, thire, was a desire to allow states

'and localitles'flexibiliti 6-organize and casay Out evaluations suitable

to local conditions and hence toprovide more leeway for such evaluations

4 \

to yield locally relevant infol-matip suitakle for program improvOment (and,
.

of course, at the same time to void'oVer-regulatipn), On the other hand, '

, . .

4.6 .i.

however, there was a*desireito be sufficiently prescriptive so that evalua-

r* %, ....:. .
, .

.tions from different localities would contain comparable data whichcould
1 0

. be aggregated to provide national picture of the status of vocational '

education.

The 1979 rdgulaiion. apparently were, something of a compromise between

I
these two. tendencies, though Hendricksoh (1981) Suggests that "the speci-

fications in the mem* dpm flbig more from a concern . . . to provide a

.

national picture than rom a concern for program improvement" (p, 12).

0

14



Table 1

Evaluation Specifications in the Regulations

The State board shall, during the five---year period of the Stlate

plan, evaluate in quantitative terms'theeffectiveness of each formally
organized program or project supported by Federal, State, and local funds.°
These evaluations shilj'be in terms of;

(a) Planning and operational processes, such as;

(1) Quality and availability of instructional offerings;J:.
(2) Guidance, counseling,,aneplacemerit and follow-up'

services;
(3) Capacity and condition of i.acilities_ant,..equipthent;
(4) Employer participaqion in'cooperative programs of

,vocatiollareduca,tion;
(5) Teacher/pupil ratios; and
(6) Teacher qualifications.

,(b) Results of student achievement as measured, for example; by:

(1) Standard occupational proficiency measures;
. (2) Criteriontreferenced tests; and

(3) Other examinations ,of students' skills, knowledge,
attitudes, and readiness for entering employment
successfully.

(c) Results of student emploicthent success as 4easured, for example,-
by:

,....

\,
..___, (l)' ...Rates of emPloyment'andAunemployment; .

K
(2) Wage rates;

(3) Duration of employment; and
$ ,

(4)' EmployeY satisfaction with perfomance of vocational
.education students as compared with performance of.persons
who have not had vocational education.'

.

.

,

) (a) The results of additional services, as measured by the suggested
criteria under paragraphs (2), (b), and (c),ofthis section, that

- the State.provides-under the Act to these special populations:.
,

.
, .

(1) Women;
2). Members of minority grouA

(3) Handicapped persons; ' - -

t (4) Disadvantaged persons; and t

(5) Persons of limited English peaking ability,'

9
i$Ource;. Federal Register, Vol, 42, No, 101, fctober '3, 1977, Sec.

. , . .
.

.

. i
t. ,.

a

104,402.
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Whatever the balance of motivations behind it, the 1979 memo set out

four general guidelines:

(1) It defined the tent "program" which was he en y to
be evaluated.

(2) It allowed sampling_of programs within states and
institutions for purposes of evaluation.

(3) It encouraged cyclical patterns of evaluation so that
programs of particular types could be evaluated only
once within the five-year cycle of each state's

five-year plan, and

Jr

(4) It set out the policy that-OE would not aggregate into
.national data summaries either program review data or
student achievement results, though it would review and
summarise such results to show national trends,

Before describing evidence on how these evaluation rerirements appear

to be working out in,practice, we _shotfld ,explain one aspect of the national

effort to evaluate vocational educationt In addition to setting out

evaluation'requiremenis for states and programs', the 1976 Amendments alsd

directed the OE to develop a national system for reporting vocational
-

education data. This sYStem,,subsequently known as VEDS (Vocational Educa-
Aft .

tion Data System) was to be based on infdrmat4on derived from mandated

evaluations of vocational.educatioh, as well, as other information. The

main idea behind VEDS was that it would provide a system for acquiring

standardized and therefore comparable data from...different states,and lo cali

ties which. could be aggregated so as to producea national picture of the

vocational education enterprise. The reason for mentioning VEDS here is

that reaction to the 19 6 evaluation requirements and associated regulations

,appear to have been i

nection with VEDS,s\na ely the, effort ,to standarBi key aspects of evalua-

'

tion and data report ng across the vocational education enterprise.

luenceS strongly by their implementation in con-

16

/

Air
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So what then has happened as a result? FOur'sources of evidence are

available with whfch to adctress this question:

.(1) 'A January 1979 ,report, The State,of the Art of Vocational
Education Evaluation; State Evaluation Procedures and
Practices by CRC.' Edimatj.on and Human Development'
Corporation (Smith and Holt,' 1979).

(2)' Testimony in September 1980 Congressional Hearings on
Current Issues, in Vocation Education (U.S. Congress, ,1980)
including the NCES report, The Condition of Vocational Edu-
cation, which represents the first public report of data
gathered though VEDS, and includes'a eview of the quality
of data describing vocational education (in U.S. Congress,
1980, pp. 543-861).

(3) A Dedember 1980 eport, Implementation of the Education.
Amendments of 1976: A Study of State and Local Compliance'
and Evaluation Practices, by Abt Associates (Berke et al.,
1980), and .

(4) A June 1981.Survey of State Evaluation Practicesdn
Vocational Education (Wentling, 1981).

In the following paragraphs, we briefly summarize the main findings of these

studies concerning criteria for evaluating vocational education programs.

The CRC Study, January 1980: This report was based on interviews, both in-

person and via the telephone N4th SEA staff members identified by State
.1

Directors of Vocational-Education as knowledgeable about evaluation pro.

cedures in their 'states. _Interviews were conducted with individuals from

all fifty states: The report is said to be based on "information that was

,.2.yilablen:n spring 1978" (p. 2). Findings from the interviews were reported

in four major categories: (411,-ptItposes of evaluation, and potential uses'

of findgi; (2) evaluation practices; (3) evaluation procedures; and

*- (4) problems in evaluation.

The CRC study repotted that "many states coulq neither describe nor

document how information generated by evaluations re actually used" (pp. 4-5),
,

but nevertheless ndicafed that:major purposes id tified by individual
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I interviewed in the fifty states were as follows (with the numbers o

states identifying each purpose shown in pai-entheses):

- Program improvement at the state, local,

(32);,
r

institution level

(

.

- Fiscal accountability to state and federalauthorities (11);

- Program planning at state, local or particularlytinstitutionsl

level (10);

- Compliance with federal or state requirements to evaluate or

report on program operations (9); and

- Education accountability (6).

It is somewhat difficult to know precisely what to make of these findings .

because the CRC report does not make clear exactly how some of the five

categories of purpose (e.g. fiscal accountability, educatipn accountability,

and compliance) differ. Nevertheless, it seems clear from the CRC findings

tht. tha ma or ,-r,mmnn.pnvpose cited for vocational education evaluations

/ was pripgram improvement.

CRC considered evaluation practice in terms of how states were'prea'r.

to meet the 1976 legislative mandate to evaluate (1) prograM quality (as

indicated by planning and opereational proceSses); and (2) program effective-

ness (as indicated by student achievement and employment success, specifi-

cally whether former vocational students obtain '.employment in an area

related to their vocational training" and whethec"emplyers are sa isfied

with the performance of former vocational students") States were d vided

into four major categories with regard to their preparedness to conduce*

evaluatiOns in each of three areas (program review, student achie -ment;

and4ollow-up surveys) as of spring.1978:

18
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\ "
-states

,

planning ,to use existing systems without revisi

c'..L
\

t.

t, t
.LAN,-states plan ing to revise existing. systems in light of the new la ;

.. 7

S 'S. . (

S t'-'
S
-N

.t;states develop g or adopting completely new, evaluation systems;
o.

4i'\', 4ttittes which had 1 yed.decision'on how they will comply with the
new-olaw.\

Data o.resented in "the CRC report indicate that only two states
.,-

.H
(North Carolina and Utah). were planning to%use existing ;valuation systems

i

in each of the three areas of evaluation. Twenty-four states were in-

'-dicated to be developing a new evaluation with respect to program review,

student achievement, and/or follow-up surveys and for fourteen other s ates

it was indicated that no information was available as of sprit 1978

*
garding what was planned in one or 'mores of the three-areas of evalua ion.

Of the three areas concerning which states were surveyed, student,achreve-

i

ment appeared to be the one for which it was most unclear what states would

do with respect to evaluation.

Other salient findings by CRC regarding evaluation practices ware-as

.follows:

- "Forty-two states evaluate secondary programs, thirty-seven s
evaluate post-secondary programs; while only seventeen states
uate adulf.programs" (p. 14);

ates

eval-

- "Approximately, 28 SEA!s have not developed standards of prog
'quality' or 'effectiveness'" (p. 16);

-"Among the state standards which have been developed, most f cus on
program inputs and proses es" (p. 14);

.

-"Only a fewISEA's are currently using student achievement asian in-

% . dicator of program effectiveness:partly because of a lack o avail-\ able procedures for determining in a consistent fashion whatfachievement
.

levels are ". (p. 23).

*These numbers .do not sum to 50, at least partly as a result of some
apparently inexpliCablv gaps.in the CRC data.
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,Under the,ruhric of evaluation procedures the CRC study inquired into

the state, mechanisms for evaluation in the areas of program review, student
9

'*achievement of compentenqies at the end of program, and student employment

success. "Program review. procedures are the most fully developed' evaluation

procedures in vocational education!' (p. 24). Among procedureilfound to be

,

, used TO'. program review were self-study, on-site visit by,an outside state- )

agency selected team, and feedback mechanisms to verify that recommendations

for program improvement have been implemented (p. 24). "Procegles for the

I
asurement of student achivement constitute the least developed component

of state evaluation systems. Only one-fifth of the states currently have

procedures for the assessment of student achievement; those Procedures are

mostly in developdental or pilot testing stages" (p. 31). '!Student employ-
,

ment success serves as a major criteria for assessing program effectiveness.

... Approximately 37 states currently have operational systems which collect

student post -ogram employnient data. However, only 25 percent of the states

reported that they conduct employer surveys although so required/by law!'

(pp 31-32).

In the realm of problems in evalua n the CRC report noted that "many

administrators identified difficulties exp ienced either in impleMentAg

evaluations or in planning them for the future ear," even though "some

State administrators appear to be reluctant to cuss t irrstate's out-

standing probems in evaluation with individuals ou :5EA" (p. 35),

.

The, specific probems identified in the\CRC report are e !plowing:

-,Insufficient staff and funds to conduct or monitor luations pre:
scribe, bY\the legislation.4

1

-Insufficient staff, who are trained in4evaluation and data analysis,
to design evaluation procedures and make optimal use of evaluation

'findings, once they are obtained.

20
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1.ack-ar_insufficient access to -(data prccessing] facilities to;
handle; store, #nd retrieve information in a timely fashion. A

A
-Lack of clarity about the intent of the law: what information .

should be included in the evaluation t comply with the new mandate.

-Ilaccuracy insreporting, resulting in an incorrect assessment of
program operations (p. 35).

.0

"
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Congressional Hearings, September 19480

,

,....

A second sburce of information on the current,status of vocational'

education evaluation is testimony offered in hearings held before the\HOUse

Committee on Education and Labor in SepOber 1980 (U.S. Congress, 19S 0r.

While virtually all,of the testimony Is at least indirectly feleyant, to

cs,

evaluatihg.vocatiohal

education programs, certain specific observalions are directly pertinent

,.- .
,

''.

'the issue of what-criteria ;fight be appropriate for

1

to the current status of vocational education evaluation, and hence it *is

such observations that we will briefly describe,

Rolf Wulfsberg of/111e NCES offered testimony concerning the current A

condition of vocational education and the experience of the devel-

.

oping VEDS. In describing changes in enrollment between 1977-78 and 1978-79,

Wulfsbergmoted that "There were 14 states and territories that,.showy, .

-significant deviations fr41,the'repor ing last year, . . enrollment-I

changes of over 15 percent in either

- into possible causes of. such changes

direction," In such cases NCES inquired

and it was found that "in about half .

the cases . the state attriputesItheApst of the change to the reporting

of accurate data for what they.feel is the first time in certain areas.

attribute this to new,definitions and the requirement

records contained to the VEDS" (sic, p. 10). Later

question, .Wulfsberg offered the following explanation

st ./
for student unit

in response to a

.
.

,,--duplicated counts of vocational education enrollments:
1

When NCES began the development of VEDS in 1977, many.
factors were preyentingthe collectionof accurate, ,

comparable, unduifricated enrollments across States-: .., ....----
. :

._ o Some-'States madelioattempt to report unduplicated counts;
o Some States reported enrollments in courses, while.othet

States reported. program enrollments only;
.

o Some'Stites }reported enrollments below the 6th grade, .

while others', reported only on students in 12th grade pro -

grams

,

which ended in a' specific 'Sequence of courses; and

of the probleCbf

They

O \22 -7
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o Some States only reported enrollments in programs
which were directly.receiving Federalfunds', while.
others .reported all enrollffients iiisdb-baccalaureata

vocational programs. ti

Thus, duplicated counts represented only one of many factors. 'lk
- blocking the achievement of our objectives

In order to obtain a roughdea of the extent to which,
these problems (particularly duplication) still exist, we 2
compared the. number of occupationally specific vocational
enrolments in grades 11-12 to the count of all enrollient0
(vocational or nonvocation41) in grades 11-12 on a Stite by
State basis. The r ults indicate that 20 States/Outlying.

Areas-reported occup ipnally specific vocational enrollments
exceeding 50 percent o the total While in.some cases the
high pefcentage was in part due td ,students below grade 11
being incorrectly reported as in grades 11-12, duplication
and the counting of course enrollments (rather than program
enrollment)clearly remain a problM. ,Because the causes
described earlier 4re all present ip.varying degrees, we
_cannot-specify how much of efe-overcount is due to duplication
in particular. As the States continue to implement student .

unit record systems, however, duplication will become less
and less of a problem in the next two or three years. (p, 238)

Wulfsberg went on to explain the steps that NCES has undertaken in order to

obtain accurate upduplicate .counts of enrollments invocational education

programs:
.1

The first step Waskthe definition of rules to beused in
assigning a vocational student to one and only'one program.

only exceptionlwas Consumer and'Homemaking and Industrial
Arts, where a student might be counted twice -- once in Co4,-
sumer and Homemaking or Industriar Arts and once inlanotherl

vocational progr7M.

The second step wts the separation of occupationally 'speci

enrollments from ther vocational enrollments for reportin

purposes. Occup tionally specific enrollments specificall
exclude, among.o hers., enrdllmentsin-Consumer and Homemaking
and Industrial A ts which may include duplicated counts.- Also

excluded are erne llments low grade 11. Since the States have

varying Policiesf concern the reporting of students in' grades

10 andbelow, this makes occ ationally specific enrollments
much-more-clampaable on a St to by State' basis than arty voca-

.
tional,counts p eviously available-

From the initi 1 development of VEDS, NCES has strgssed the

need for the:etablishment of student unit record systems which,

`by-their natur' , produce unduplicated,.auditabfe enrollment data. . .

3

2 3-
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In regulations published on May 9, 1980,.NCES, listed
auditable enrollment data as one criterion for full
compliance with VEDS reporting requirements (104 CFR
117-119). NCES1has stressed in all negotiations with
States the need to establish unit record systems, and
most States are committed to having such systems opera-.
tional by the 1980-81 'reporting cycle. All States should
have auditable data by 1981-82, according to-their remedia-

1

tion plans. (pp. 238-239).

Mr. Wulfsberg als9 commented on the difficulty of obtaining ccurite follow -

/

up data on the employment success Of former vocational education students:

I would like to tell you more about what is happening
to the placement side of the picture but I must say that-

. we do not reel that the data on followup that.have been ,

provided you in the Past are valid. They only include a
followup program of completers and have some Leavers- -

chose who are known to'haVe found related employment.
This biases the picture and leaxes out a very important

part of this population, namely thg leavers. It implies

by default that programdeavers are losses to the program,
and zertanly such Is not the case. (p. 15)

, -

Several Witnesses in the September 1980 hearings nevertheless testified

that VEDS was helping to remedy past problems. Dr. Gene Bottoms, executive(

$1

director of the American Vocational Associatiop, testified that:

While °a vailety of technical, and specific, as well
as policy,lev.0q problems remain, it is clear that VEDS

is a significant improvement over past'systems. Recogni- _

tion of and action to implement more reliable local data
collection practices is still needed, however. (p.202)

Robert Taylor, executive directowf the National Center for Research

in Vocational Education, also,offered testimony suggesting that evaluation

studies of vocational education prior to the establishment of VEDS tended. -

to be less rigorous (p. 259).

Nevertheless, the VEDS system did not escape criticism. Bottoms, for

example, criticized the costs of meeting VEDS reqUifements and the likely

utility of VEDS data for state and local purposes, as follows:
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\ The, cost of fully i
. equal the total inc

vocational aducatio
meet federal detain

responsibilities. 0
is unlikely, howeve
and useful datafo
development.(p. 21
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plementing the . . . VEDS may
ease,in federal appropriations for
since 1976. This requirement to

eds has placed massive data Collection
states and local school districts. It
that it will provide much timely

state and local planning and program

The record of the September 1980 hearings also contains a letter from

acommunity(college chance lor in California, criticizing VEDS as follows:

The value of su
at the national le
aggregation tends
regional, state, a

difficultie
thedetail
evident
section.
duce un

inher

nheren
respec
I am co

lased, va
Of at least eq al concern is the massive potential

inancial impact f the system. The cost' of VEDS imple-
mentation has bee estimated in some quarters to exceed
fifty (50) millio dollars annually. This figure may noteven adequately,m asure th4/local institutional. commitmentto this data coll ction task . ... .

It is our-hope that {the House Subcommittee'on Elementaryand Secondary Eduation) will address these inadequacies in.the design of thelcurrent VEDS. Any such system should in

h data, particularly when aggregated
el, is very questionable. Such
o minimize or ignore significant
d institutional diffel-ences, The
nt in the collection of such data with
to the N.C.E.S. design is particOaly

to th student and employer follow-up
inced `tht this strategy will not pro-

id or reliable data.

fact provide vali and useful data and should, in addition,
be of valuesto t institutions and states'obligated toits
collection. The necessary modifications,should not
necessarily requ e the provision -of national aggregate data.If such aggregat n was not requited; the expense and diffi-
culty of develop ng.standardized national data elements wouldbe eliminated. Without such modification it does not appear

. that VEDS can se e the purposes for which it was established
and will continu to impose severe burdens upori the educa-
tional instituti ns. (pp.'540-541) .

ok

In addition to touc ing on the current status of evaluation and data

gathering on vocdtional ducation, the 1980 Hearings'also touched on the question

of what criteria might e most appropriate in evaluating the effectiveness

of vocational education /programs. In his testimony, for example, Taylor.--
i

.

25
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mentioned several diffei.ent measures of effectivenessearnings, employ-
-

p
ment, job satisfaction

*
and employer satisfaction. Taylor was asked by

.Carl Perkins, Chairman of the House,Committee on Education and Labor,.

which of, these measures he feels is mostjmportant in judging the success
. AI .

,of vocational programs. Taylor responded as follows:

It is extremely difficult to assign ashigher weight
to any of the criteria for,measuring the effectiVeness

.of vocational dolucation. Earnings employment, job
satisfaction an employers satisfaction. In an absolute
sense, however, employment is'probably the most funda-
mental measure, followed by earnings. It also follows
that individuals who have completed vocational education
need to *satisfied with the job and employers need to
be satisfied with the performance of vocational graduates,

#
I believe that the four measures tend to be cluster, which

arq extremely-difficult to separate and which in fact do
interrelate and support each othp. (p. 331) "

,rit

Similarly, Dr. Henry David, Director of the Congressionally mandated Voca-

.tipnal Education Study, was asked by Congressman Arlen Erda, "How do you

measure the success 'of vocational education?'" He responded as follows:

I may.sound as if I am hedging, Mr. p.dahl, but if
you will give me the criteria, I'will tell you how we.

,measure success. ti,

I would measure the successof the program--which is
not a single program, as you know, it is a multiplicity
of programs--by the stated objectives of the
pieces of legislation which now represent Federal policy,

These build upon, as you are fully aware, the legis-
lation of 1963, and even a superficial look at that
Structure of legislation would indicate that it has a
Variety of,goals.

If you look at the particuliar goals, you would have an
''.opportunity-to ask questions about whether they were

realized or not.- .

4

When°it comes to the emphasis in the legislation upon
prepafation for entry into job, you have one set of _ >

; measures that can be applied. If you raise a questiorr
about,the distribufion of Federal funds to produCe
leverage on new fronts in the vocational education enter-
prise so that the wholv enterprise might be redirected,
you have another set of measures. (p. 537) 1,

n A
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Similarly: George Copa and Gary Forsberg of the Minnesota Research

and Development Center for Vocational Education offered testimony that "All

of the purposes of secondary vocational education must be considered when

evaluating the effects of vocational education at this level; a process must

be developed to specifically focus on the purpose of occupational explora-
.

In sum, the testimony offered ih the Congres ional Hearings in September

1980 on current issues in vocational education see overall to suggest three

general conclusions. First, while the VEDS system-seems generally to be

considered an improvement over past similaf evaluation efforts, it also was

judged to be imposing a considerable data-gathering and financial burden

on participating institutions (particularly postsecondary ones) and to be

leading to the gathering of follow-up data,on student employment success

which were in the, eyes of some of questionable,ialidity and utility. Second,

vocational education was generally considered to have a multiplity of pur-

poses including occupational exploration and preparation for advanced occu-
,

pational preparation, as well as direct ethployment in vocations. Third, and

in light of such-a multiplicity of goals, there appears to have beeti consider-

able reluctance among witnesses to give clear pribrity to any one or two

evaluation criteria,for the purpose of evaluating the success of vocational

- education programs.

Abt Study of State and Local Compliance and"Evaluation Practices (Bet)ke et al.,
1D80)

The December"f980 study b,\Abt Associated provides a third souce of
t .

.

_
. .

.

informatiOn on the current status of evaluation'practice with respect to

vocational education. This investigation was based bd "extensive on.-site

2 7
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interviews in 15 s

education institu ions, 12 postsecondary institution and 10 CETA prime

sponsor organizat ons." These interviews Mere "supplemented.by an analysis

-24-

ate departments of vocational education., 16.secqndary

of extensive doc ents in each of the 15 states visited and a more limited

seeof documents from 41 additional states and territories" (p, 2),

The Abt.inq iry looked into evaluation andtdata reporting requirements.

in light of the evaluation requirements of the 1976 Education AmendmentS,

and in this regard concluded as follows:

The mo t consistently implemented and according to the
state .gency staff the most important evaluation come
ponent in the 15 sample states is the'progtam review
proces. . . . The major difficulty which states are
encoun ering in meeting the requirements of evaluating
plann'ng and operational process (sic) is finding the
resources needed to support the program review system.

(P. 9 )

Th next most consistently implemented evaluation
cate ory is student employment success, particular student
foil w-up-the category which was given greatest emphasis
by'c ngress. . . The problems which arise in meeting
fede al requirements for student follow-up data appear, to
stem from procedural difficulties of gathering accurate
reli ble data Which are consistent across districts. The

dif iculty in gathering high, quality data in turn results

fro poor response rates; problems in establishing standard
def nitiono of the data elements together with the lack of
con iction that standardized followrup data are necessary;

and from the lack-of federal funditg to ease the burden
whi h the requirements impose on state and local resources.

ormal employer_follow-up data are collected much less
co sistently than student follow-up data . . There is

.
le -s agreement among vocational educators that employer
fo low-up, as opposed to student follow-up, is an important.

an necessary indication of vocational program effective
ne s or that it can realistically be collected. (pp. 96-97) .

None of the states in our sample requires statewide
reporting of student achievement data in all occupational

a as, though a small number of nstates do' have occupational

p oficiency standards in a limited number of occupations.

. 97)

28_
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Less attention has been give to evaluating the results
of additional services to speci 1 needs populations,. All
sample states Which have a formal program review prodess
include some items on special- eds populations, though
the extensiveness of therevie varies.. In all cases, the
review focuses on access-to ra her than results of voca-
tional programs. (p. 98)

The Abt analysts also inquired

and'reacbed the following conclusion

One of the major problems i implementing the reporting
system has been the difficu ty paiticularly at the post-

.
secondary level, in arrivin: at common operational defini-
tions of data elements . .

o the implementation status of VEDS

b
related problem is the iaccuracy ofdata entered into

the system; people are cou ted in the wrong categories be-
cause of unclear definite g and local staff dre forced to
estimate figures under ce tain detailed breakdowns because
local secordkeeping syste s do not provide actual data for
those categories.

Another major problem with VEDS has been the substantial
burden it has imposed.on the state and local agencies
responsible for collectng the required data. Meeting VEDS
requirements requires a investment of substantial resources.
The 1976 Amendmeritiiaut orized funds to assist states in
implementing VEDS,' but the money was never appropriated and
states have been force to absorb the full costs of the
system. (p. 101)

Wentling's Survey of State:-Evaluation Practices in Vocational Education, June 1981

A fourth and Most 'recent source of.inEormation on the current status .()4i

vocational education programs is Wentlingts (1981) survey. This survey, con-

ducted in spring 1981, employed a survey questionnaire mailed to directors

of vocational,education in all fifty-states and territories. Fifty of 57
t

questionnaires were returned (88% response rite). The four -page question-
.r

mires sought answers to eight queStions..pertaining.to vocational education

evaluation, using checklist, rating and open-ended itemsI , Wentlingts data

showed that state directors of vocational education rated the following items

as,orfes they would rery on as indicators of program quality (shown in p en

thesees are the number of state directors rating each item as an indicator):

i; 29



Employer feedback (47)
.Placement level (44)

Job satisfaction of grads (37)
Quality curriculum materials ('37)
Instructor performance. (56)

Student test performance (31)

Sentiments.expressed regarding evaluation criteria appeared to be'

;

somewhat different in response to another question Wentling asked, namely:

If federal requirements for evaluation were
eliminated, what would you choose to evaluate?

Responses to the items listed,were:

Placement (n =43)

Planning and operational processes (38) I,

Services to special population (36)

Employer reaction (35)
Student performance (34)

-Why services to special populations showed "up relatively strongly as

a preferred evaluation criterion in response to this question, but tot with
[

regard to the previously cited question regarding indicators of progr m

quality is unclear.*

Despite these apparent preferences for evaluation criteria, it ppears

that actual reliance on them as evaluation criteria was,notyet a faCt of

ife in many states in the spring of 1981. For in another question Wentlini

asked respondents to indicate which evaluation activities were fullyimple.-.

mented in respondents' states. Responses were as follows:

'o Placement level of grads (35)

o Employevassessment.of grads (27)

o Assessment of planning and operational procedures (21)

* One hypothesis to explain this anomaly is that apparently service,
to special populations was not included as response option to the

indicators question.

4.
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o Assessment of special needs services (18)

o Assessment of student performance (14)

Wentling's data also provide a clear indication of why preferences

for evaluation were not fully implemented. %r in 'response to the question,

"What factors hampered the development of evaluation activities in your

state?," the following items were each indicated by 10 or more respondents:

Inadequate resources (n=26).

Lack of.federal technical assistance (20)
Lack of evaluation. expertise (15)

Lack of guides and books (13)'
Inadequate federal guidelines (12)

Negative attitudes toward evaluation by LEAs (10)

Moreover, when asked in ah open-ended question what suggestions4they might

have for writing new- legislation, the two most frequently offered suggestions

ere the following:

Also,

Provide more latitude for states to develop their own
evaluation around their needs (n=9)

Provide funds for evaluation (n=7)

in an apparent reflection of the strength of dissatifaction in

at least some quarters with regard to current evaluation requirements,

.

one respondent suggested an action which would certainly be an unusual
6

' provision fa include in new legislation, namely "Fire

developers .of guidelines."

,-
* In conclusion, Wentling offered five specific recommendations for the

development of federal policy regarding vocational education evaludtionC
6

1. : 'Continue to emphasize the improvement function of.
evaluation and further'develbp ways, of facilitating
the use of results for improvement.
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2. Analyze extant research findings and conduct new
research on the-validity of, process measures-for
predicting'products or outcomes.of vocational ed

cation. These findings should provide the base or

. determining evaluative criteria.

3. TheQrequirements for evaluation proceduies shou d
remain somewhat consistent to minimize state an

locd1 burden and to provide fc the enhancement of

.currently_ used rocedures,

'4, Any new approach s should be tried out prior t. the
',preparation and i suance of rules and regulati ns,

5. The use of Itvaluat on results should receive,a ded

emphasis in terms o new procedures, staff dev lop-

ment, and technical Asistance. ,(p, 17)

And,..in a more general suggestion, Wentling advocated that "it is important

to strive.for a certain amount of stability of policy" wi h respect to

evaluation of vocational litcation

* *

These few paragraphs have briefly summarized recent

current 'status of evalUation of vocational education.

evidence. on ,the

e obvious next .

question is what should be done in.the future with respect to fedelal

requiremvits for evaluating vocational education? Howe er, before address-

(/ tay

ing this question in the final seciion of this pap7, 1-t me make a brief

detour to review other aspects of fede al policy and\e

ating education programs.

IV. How Are Other Federal Education Programs Evaluate ?

The reason for addressing this question' is simple Over the last fifteen

erience in evalu-

years,a tremendous amount of effort has been invested in federally sponsored

N6
4111 ..

lir

evaluations of edUcatiOn programs. While federal reqo rements for evaluating

32
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,

other prograMis are not directly.relevant to the evaluation of vocit:ohal

education, a consideration of other programs and their evaluation r quire-
.

ments, in light of how they both resemble and differ froM vocational edu-

-cation, will suggest some unique insights on vocational education evaluation

policy.

.., There are, of course, many different federal education programs whose
. .

I

evaluation requirements might usefully be reviewed. Here, however, I only

have time to consider two, namely, Title r of the Elementary and SeCondary .

education Act of965 as amended, and the Education for Handicapped

Children program (PL 94-142) ._ There are several reasons for choosing-these

programs as comparisons, but one obvious and direct reason is that these

programs represen) the major federal efforts to serve disadvantaged

children and handicapped children, two of the special needs groups whom

federal' legislation explicitly mandates federally assisted vocational edu-

cation programs to serve. Another very practical reason for considering
0

-sthese two programs is that they are the two federal education programs

which prs4ably reach d iiectly into, most of the LEAs also served by federal

vocational education assistance, and therefore most local educative institutions

.which must meet federal requirements for evaluating vocational education

.progrdmS also must meet the evaluation requirements for Title I and PL 94-142.

Title I , ,

i

. '
.

Title I constitutes the single largest -feller 1 source of revenue in

suppoit:of public elemehtary and-isecondary schools. It provides money'to.

counties aid school districts toimprove the educati nal achievement.of

educationally deprived children living ,1 areas with 1igh proportiaT'of

low income families. AS mentioned already,
Title.I.of\1965. was the first

a

3
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major piece of federal legislation to intaude a provision fdr the regular

evaluation of funded programs. McLaughlin!s (1975) analysis of the legis

lative history of the evaluation provision in ESEA (PL 89-10) suggests two

,competing visions behind the evaluation mandate, To some;.the evalution

pro Sion was atended asa tool to provide parents with more information
o.

..about program efforts funded under this title and'hence to enhance the \s-

accountability of programs to the parents and communities they served. To
.

others, particularly at the federal level, evaluation was viewed.as a manage-
.

ment andplanning device for infusing rationality in subsequent program

orts. As a result there has been'a continuing tension in Title I'

evaluation pOlicy, similar to the tension identified by Hendrickson (1981) ,

with respect to vocational educ'ation policy. Should Title I evaluation

serve mainly-the management and accountability needs of states; the federal

administrative branch and the U.S.. Congress, or should it be aimed more to

serve the information needs of local officials, teachers and parents?

While the evaluation .provision contained in PL 8910. was a °compromise,

according to McLaughlin% intended to address both visions of the main ends

that Title I evaluation iwas seen as serving, by 1967 the'federai interest in

evaluation as a management and planning tool clearly came to predominate

in the educational amendments of that year (PL 90-247; section 404). With

the 1967 amendments the Secretary of HEW was required to submit each year

an evaluation report to all relevant Congressional committees, regarding

the effectiveness of programs funded under Title I ESEA. The report was to

include a detailed review and evaluation of programs for their entire past

life, based to the maximum extent practicable on objective measurements.

The clear intent was to use this in

decisions at the federal level.

.S4

n in directing future programs

44
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O

in the Educational Amendment of ,1974 (PL 93 -380) Section )tC, which

authorized the commissioner to provide for independent impact evaluation;

, to develop standards and evaluation models to be used tby LEAs;

objective criteria,.and-t6 develop.i system that would produce data. that.

are comparable statewide and natlbnwde, to provide technical as sistance to

LEAs in implementing the system; and to make as annual report to Congress on

tfie evaluation results. While Section 151(a).of the 1974 amendments

suggested the inclusion of parents' and project partici nts' opinions in

any LEA evaluation, none of the rules and regulations that f lowed made any

further mention of procedures for implementing this provision.

The Educational Amendments.of 1978 (Section 124) saw a re- .

emergence of attention to the local perspective:

(g) Evaluations.--A lbcal educational agency may receive
'funds under this title only if --
(1J effective proAdures are adopted for evaluating

at.least every three years the effectiveness of the programs
assisted under this title in meeting the special educational
needs of educationally deprived children;

(2) such evaluations will ihclude, during' each three-
year period; the collection and analysis'of data relating to
the degree to which programs assisted under this title have
achieved their goals, and will also include objective measure-
ments of gducatibnal achievement in basic skills over at least
a twelve -month period in order to determine whether regular
school.year programs have sustained effects over the summer;

sland r

() the 'evaluation address the purposes of the Fogram
and tat the results of the.evaluations will be utilized in
planning for and improving projects and activities- carried'
out under this title in subsequent years (emphasis added).

* 0 By 1980, the mandate for)the Commissioner of Education to develop.
.

, 1

standards and evalpation models forTitle I evaluation had evolved into
1.

a complexsystem'under which each LEA receiving Title I funds is required
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to evaluate Title I programs at least once every three years, using-reliable

and valid instruments,
procedures that minimize error, and yields a valid

assessment of achievement gains. Toward the latter ene,the USOE sponsored

the development of three alternative evaluation models

(the norm-referenced comparison froup, and regression group,

,-, . L °modeli) for estimating the achievement gains of children' served in Title I'

programs in the areas .of reading, math and language, Each model is supposed-

to provide an estimave of the effect of children's receipt of Title I-

services ip comparisapto what participating childrem might have achieved

in the absence of Title seivices.* According to most recent evidence

(Anderson et al., 1978) most LEAs are using the norm-referenced model in

order,to meet federal Title I evaluation requirements. Achievement gains °

estimates derived from LEA's applications of the three models (or at least

in principlelany alternative model for estimating gains that is approved.

/Ai), the Commissioner) are to be. reported to SEAs using A cemmon metric the

normal eurveAuivalent or NCE. Each SEA can thus aggregat res1.4s

local Title I evaluations to report to federal officials whotift turn can

produce national level aggregations of the.estimated-impact of Title

nationwide. Beca'se of the complexity of impleme ing'the*Title I evalu-

ation requirements and models, the Education Departmen has instituted ten

regional Technical AssiStance Centers to help states and to aties_implement

and improve Title I evaluations.

.
. ..

* It should be noted, however, that several evaluation experts and some
'empirical research has questioned the extent to which achievement gains,:
estimates derived froM these models are comparable;

a
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Education for All Handicapped Children

In November 1975, the U,S, Congress passed the Education for All
o

Handicapped Children Act (pl, 941421 Mandating that by September, 1978,
0 )

all school-aged handicapped children in the United States be assured'"a

free appropriate public education." Federal evaluation requirements im-

plemented in connection with this att are markedly different than those'

pertainingto either Title I or vocational education, not only because

1

the Handicapped Act is of more recent vintage than federal initiatives

with respect to vocational education' and education for disadvantaged child-

rent., but also idcause it embodies a quite different philosophy and approach

to educati1 onal programming than either Title I or the various pieces of

federal vocational education legislation.

175 Education for All Handicapped Children Act specified a range
.

The

of activ

activit

as pro

rights

educa

4

ties that'schools,,must conduct with regard to handicapped children,

es that are not viewed as a unitary program, but instead are seen

dural insurance that handicapped children will benefit from the ,

they have been guaranteed under the.Act and individually prescribed.

ion.

[The Act] requires, that specilists be called upon to evaluate
the children's special needs and 'determine the most appropriate
educational environment for these children; that,an individualized
education program be develope4 fro each child identified-at needing
special education or related.servi ; that the schools notify par-
ents of findings concerning th ldren and include parents in
the process of making decision regarding how and in what circumstan
their children mill be.educate and that an opportunity for a hea
be provided to a parent who is diSsatisfied with the schools' de-
cision; Further, the Act asks that, to the extent that.it is in
the child's best interest. path handicapped child be educated with

.nonhandicaliped children, (Bureau of Education for the Handicapped,
19791T, 71

1
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According to the first annual report of the USOE's Buileau of Edu-

cation for the Handicapped on implementation of the 1975 Act, federal

contributions (under PL-94-1`42 Part B) amount nationwide to about 9% of

total state and federal funding of education of handicappe&childpn

.(Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, 1979;,p. 214). Thus the federal
*

share of funding for the handicapped appears to be roughly equal to_the fed-

eral share of funding for vocational education -- according to the most

recent data frOm NCES, federal expenditures provided abotm.8.5 percent of

*
total vocational education expenditures in 1979 (U.S, Congress, 1980, p.89).

so what then are the federal requirements for the-evaluation of

federally-aided education programs for handicapped children? To put the

matter baldly, how do the federal` evaluation strings attached to funds for ,

education of the handicapped compare with the evaluation strings attached to

4
federal funds for vocational education? The Boruch and Cordray study de-

scribes federal evaluation requirements for LEA's under PL-94-142 as follows:

law

At the local level, the term evaluation refers primarily to diag-
nostic assessment of children. The regulations re uire that pre-

`placement evaluation be conducted using multiple, appropriate
assessment modes. If the child -Ig-found to have handicapping

.
\ condition, an Individualized Educational Plan (IEP) is.devised.
The content of the Indvidual Education Plan is. required by the
regulations to include: (1) an assessment of present levels of
educational performance; (2) a statement of annual goals and short
term instructional objectives;..(3) a statement of specific special
education and related se ices and an assessment of the extent to
which-the child is able to articipate in regular education 'Programs;
'(4) projected dates for inititiation and termination of services;
(5) appropria objective criteria, evaluation procedures and a
schedule for reevaluation. (Boruch and Cordray, 1980, p. 3-10).

Obviously these evaluation requiremerits are quite different from

*In citing these data regardinvfederal contributions for the handicapped
and vocational education, it should be noted, that from the sources
cited it is not altogether clear whether federal contributions as a_
share- of 'total contributions have been calculated on exactly com-
parable bises. Thus the only conclfflion that seems warranted is
that federal contributions to education for the handicapped and to
vocational education seep roughly comparable -.on the order of 10%
of total expenditures.

a8
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those mandated under either Title I or federal vocational education legis-
t'

lation. They'per in exclusively to,procedural requirements and do not

encompass any sp ific outcomes such as.student achievement gains or .

employment success of handicapped children after leaving school. There

appear to be two broad reasons for the difference: the first having to_

do with the assuumptions about the relltionships between federal, state, and

local levels of educational authority, and the second relating to assump-

tions about educational programming and children's individual educational

needs.

In her account of the process of federal efforts tt develop an eval.

uation plan.for PL-94-142: Kennedy mentions this Act As unique because it ,

"more clearly delineate a relationship between federal,'.state, and local

agenCies" th6 previous federal education legislation (Kennedy,. 1978,. p. 19).

The essential idea was that states would have primary responsibility for

implementing programs to insure children's rights under the law, and that

the federal role was one of oversight responsibilities with respect to state

activities. In' the process of developing a plan for evaluating PL-94-142, a

deciiion was, reached that the primary audience for federal evaluation activ-

ities should be the "federal agency and the Congress" (Kennedy, 1978, p. 37)1'

,Evaluation requirements, 1n connection with PL-94-142.also were in-..
_

fluenced by assumptions about the nature and appropriate _level of decision-

making regarding educational programming. One of the key ideas in PL-94-142

was the individualized education plan or IEP. Again Kennedy's account provi'es

insight into some of the thinking behind this provision of PL-942142:

The Act implies a faith that those closest to children -- their
teachers and parents Will hake the.best'decisions.about children.
The purpOe of Zile Act is not to increase the academic or social,
growth of handicapped children but rather "to provide a free,

appropriate
public educatibn" to all handicapped children.

39
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Mdst education programs have several goals, many of which
may not even be related to the children -- for example increased.
efficienty in service delivery, fairness in assessment, equitable
opportunities, improved parent satisfaction, or simply improved
accountability. This,is not to say that academic performance
should be ignored but that evaluations.of these aspects of educa-
tional programs may be more useful locally than nationoely. The
local area has more capability to modify and improve these aspects.
of programs which affect children's performance in educational.
settings (p. 25).

A arentl s a result of such thinking, fedeiTrevaluation retluire-

ments developed for PL-94-142 specify no particular outcome measures for

purpose of evaluating education programs for the handicapped. Instead

federal requirements focus exclusively on procedural requirements; concerning

diagnostic assessment, development of IEP's and guidelines on who should be

involved -in the development of IEP's.

# .

This brief review of federal evaluation requirements- developed in

connection with Title I and PL-94-142, aria how they compare with requirements

for the evaluation of vocational education, raises interesting questions.
,

What is the appropriate balance between procedural requirements for the

40
vision of educational opportunitkep, the attainment of certain outcomes in

educational programs, and the consequences for individuals in l'fe after'

Schooling? What is the appropriate balance of activity and responsibility

between the federal, state, and local levels of educational governance?

There are
40
I think no definitiVe answers to these questions, but this brief

review of vocational education; education for disadvantaged children, and

education for handicapped.r.hildren should make it clear that the evaluation

requirements connected with federal initiatives in these three areas are

premise] on some rather different answers to such questions. Why this is so
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is a question worth scrutiny, ,1 think, but for the present let me reiterate

only that to the extent that local educatiohal agencies meet the mandate

for vqcaiional'education.to:serve disadvantaged and handicapped children

they appear to he required to meet some quite different ma dates for evalu-
; 9

ating the serVices provided.-

V. Federal.LegisJation: What Criteria'Should Be Set Out for the Evaluation

.of Vocational Education?

As the discussion in,-the last section makes clear, answers to this

question depend upon some rather fundamental assumptions abciut the appropriate

14NAk balance of authority fe;'-iocational education among local, state,-and federal

levels of governance. While I have no answers beyond personal predilection
.

a regarding what such assumptions should be, I think it clear that when it comes

to establishing evaluation criteria the fcdcrAl role probably ought to be, -

given current circumstances, relatively minor, After all, the federal con-

tribution to the funding of vocational education nationwide appears to be no

moreth -10% or so of the total'' effort. In tHis light, and because of the

concerns ofstate vocational officialk ri#eweein section III, if seems

reasonablethat'either the fedeial niandatefv,evaluation of, vocational education.
,

t

, should be Lessened -or federal funding should be provided to cover a sub-
... , .

stantip4 portion of the costs:of.meeting the federal evaluation mandate. At

'4,

the same time, howover,!Wentling's advice, namely that whatever happens the

. . .

federal governtent should strive for 'a certain degree, of stability in terms

of vocational education evaluation policy, After ;12, the evaluation require-

,
.,.

s - . .

.

. ,

A

,

° fients set out in the Education Amendments of.1976 and elaborated in regula-
.

. t. 9 . -
.

te'O' 9 ,

., tions.in,1977 and in the 1979 policy memoranduM are really only beginning tb. ..

. . .
be ,implemented.

: ..
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Pu oses of Evaluation, One other general consideration concerning

the purp ses of evaluation is also worth setting out before discussing various

types of evaluation criteria. As the review of the-development cif :current

.

evaluation requirements for vocational education (in section III),the,brief

discussion of evaluation requirement's for Title I and PL-94-142 (in section

ly) clearly suggest, one prime issue in the establishment and evolution of

federal valuation requirements has been the question of purpose: what ends

(1\
and whose interests ought eval to be aimed at serving?,n terms of

federal mandates for evaluation there has been a continuing tension between

what might b%called national interests and, local interests. On one hand
4-

evaluation has been intended tolproduce valid, accurate and comparable data,

so that evaluation results can be aggregated from local to state levels, and

' from state to the national level to produce_an overall view of particlilar.;.-

programs. f the three programs whose evaluation requirements have been re-
. .

saa,

viewed Title I seems to have adhered most to this view-of the purpose of-JP

evaluation.
4"

- Yet on the other hand evaluation requirements for all three programs

(including as noted in section TV, increasingly in Title I) there has been

the view that,evaluation ought to-provide locally-relevant information which,

will be of assistance in improving prbgrams at the local level regardless of

whether or not,the evaluation data are sufficiently standardized to allow

Aggregation beyond the local leyel, Among the three programs reviewed, this

tendency seems, to have been most preeminent with respect_to PL-94:442.

What then should be the balance between these competing interests with

'1 .
respect to vocational education? Clearly it seems that the local program

a

",
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improvement goal should have-highest priority with respect to vocational'

education evaluation. First, as Hendrickson (1981) points out this seems

to have been the predominant.goal that Congress had in mind in writing

evaluatiOn requirements into the Educational'Avendments of 1976 (even though,

as Hendrickson also points out, this goal seems to axe _been soxyhgt.:.s4ighted

in the process of developing regulations for vocational education evaluation).

Second! this view seems clearly to predominateamong vocational education of-
4

ficials, as noted in the review of evidence on the current, Status of vocational

education in section III. This suggests at a minimum, whatever criteria

are established for the evaluation of vocational education in federal legis-

latibn, if their main purpose is to serve local uogram improvement efforts

that they need not be implemented in a standard way so as to provide nationwide

comparability and. to allow aggregation acrosss the diverse types of institu-

tions which provide vocational education plograms at structurally different'

levels of the nation's-educationai system. In this regard, the Title I

evaluation and reporting systems (TIERS) provides a sobe,ring contrast with the

Vocational Education Data System (VEDS). TIERS focuses essentially on three

types of outcomes (namely reading, language, and math achievement) served by ,

,n,

Title-I programs in institutions which are relatively homogeneous (namely

.

.

.

local education agenbies): Yet even so, the effort to produce a national pic-c
, ture of Title I through TIERS has.received some hard methodological 'criticism

(see, for example, Jaeger, 1979;1,inn; 1979; and Wiley', 1979). In contrast,

consider how much rore ambitious VEDS is than TIERS. lirocational education

Serves students in. institutions of post-secondary education as well as ones

governed by lotal education agencies. VEDS aids at gathering data. not just on

student, achievement in basic academic skills,, but alsb in occupational cbm-

43
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petencles, and follow up data on employnent success defined interms of

placement and employer satisfaction, Moreover, despite the - relative simpli

S

City of TIERS in _contrast to VEDS, tfleopepariment of Education has established

a system 'of regional technical' assistance centers (TACS) to help state and

local educatioriagehcies inplemertt.the Title I evaluation and reporting

system. No similar system hap been established to provide technical

assistance with ,reipectitborocational ealvationevaluation andre04 Ling. *

\\
In sum, then, it seems to\me that-there are several diffe ent grounds

for concluding that the current fedeAl mandate for eval sting vocational

education is overly ambitious:

-In'the testimony of state vocational education officials,
the current requirements impose both reporting and fihancial
burdens on agehcies implementing vocational education pfbgrans
with federal support..'

. 1

-In tomparisonto federal evaluation and reporting requirements
for Title I and PL.944142, the reqtkrements for vOcational.edu-
cation are far more extensive, yet at the same time far less
fully supported in.termsof funding or technical assistance.

-In the apparent ptent:of the U.S. Congress in writing evaluation
requirements into the Education Amendments of1976, and in the
clear opinion%of state vocational education officials, the major ,

purpose of vocational education evaluation is program imprdvement
'at state, local; and institutional levels. Nonetheless, several

of the evaluation criteria currently mandated for vocational .

education are of questionable utility in serving that'end. ,

* It should be noted thatthe-NCES does provide some limited support to

state officials regarding the implementation of VEDS and vocational

education evaluation. For-example, NCES does provide financial support
to cover travel costs for state officiala%to'trayel to other states to
inspect their vocational education evaluation'procedures.

I

44
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Given .his overall Conclusion, what more can be ssaid.about specific

types o evaluation requirement's? Answers to this question are organized

around /the four types of evaluation'crit4ria mentioned in the 1977 'regula:

tiqns n*d described.in Table 1, namely, planning gnd operational processes;

stude t achievement; employment success; and services to special populations.

Since the employment success criteria were ones given special emphasis it

976(Amendments they are discussed first.
i

1.

4

do

45
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Employment Success

As mentioned in the introduction, the 1976 Educatio Amendments ex-
.

plicWy called for the evaluation of occupational vocatio al education in

terns of the extent to which program'completers and leavers find employment

in occupations related to their, training.and are considered by their employers

well-trained and prepared for employment. In tie 1977.regul tiong-the.follow-

ing measures were listed as appropriate indices of employment success:

(1) Rates of employment and'unemployment;
(2),Wages rates;
(3) Duration of employment; and e-
(4)' Employer satisfaction with perfbrthance of vocational

students as compared with performance of persons wh
had vocational education: .

First note the differences between the legislative and

-

language, Though the 1976 legislation mentions "employment .

education.

have not

egulatory

. related to ...

training," the regulitions speak more generally about rates of mployment!.. I

am not sure whether the shift in emphasis was intended or not. a literature

on vocational education since 1976 still contains fairly frequen references

to employment related to training. Nevertheless, de-emphasizing "related
.A

to training" issue as part of a standard evaluation criterion see s eminently

sound to me. Why? Because there are numerous different ways of determining

job - training relatedness and different procedures can yield quite different re-

suits. While many follow-u p stud-...es on vocational education participants 1

appear to rely on subjecti ve judgements of job relatedness (usually\as judged

by teachers or former students) at least some_studies rely on more systematic

'procedures for determining j ob:relatedness to training. One study evaluated

relatedness by_ systematically analyzing job ti..tles in comparison to vocational

education specialty area and found that there Was only around SS% agreement

between results of the systematic analysis and. teachers. judgements of job

4 6
Ai
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relatedness.* This suggests clearly that basing eval-

uations of,vocational education on subjective judgements of job relatedness

places the endeavor on a yery'shaky foundation. While problems Of sub-
.

jeCtivity seemingly might be overcome by development and dissemination of

standardized procedures foi: deteriining job-relatedness and for dealing with

other practical problems as well, there are more fundamental problems,

discussed below which suggest that this may notbe a reasonable strategy.

A second type of in
rit

cator of employment success mentioned in both

the 1976 legislation and the 1977 regulations is employer satisfaction.

Note, however, that there is a significant difference between the language

4

of the two., The legislation referred to the.extept to which former students

are considered by their employers "to be well-trained and prepared," while

, s

the regulations mention "employer satisfaction with performance of vocational

edtcation .students." I have no special insight-as to'hoWor why the legis-

lative language was transformed into the regulatory language, though I can

imagine several plausible reasons for the change -= for example, it might

, .

have been due to the supposition that while employers might have a hard

time evaluating the previous training of their employees, they would be in a

much better position' to evaluate their employees' current job p rformance,

performance which presumably reflects previous training. But whatever the
. -

cause for the Switch in emphasis, it seems clear that it has caused some

rea.1 problems. Apparently the focus in employer follow-up: surveys on
.

individual' work performance (rather than. on their preVious training)'has

caused .concerns about implications for the privacy rights of individuals.'

AccOrding to the Abt report, some states have judged that Privacy rights

*See Woods band Haney,' 1981,, section 4.5 for a fuller description of this
study.

47.
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require that the permission of the former vocational education students

and/or their parents be obtained before conducting follow=usurveys with

the former students' current employers. This .causes problems of both.admin-

istrative burden and of inference. If some individuals do not give permission

for their current employer to be surveyed nothing at all can be inferred about

thosesindividual's vocational education programs. According to the Abt report:
T

One state in-our sample feels that the need to obtain permission
before contacting employers prohibits the administration of em-
ployer follow=up at the state level (Bike -et al, 1980, p. 81).

Obviously such a conclusion, even in one state, must raise doubts about. the

appropriateness oevaluatign criteria which cannot be usedtecause "of. con-
.

cerns for.the privacy rights of former yoCational education students.

Two other indicators of employment success were mentioned in the .1977

t

regulations, hamely,wage rates and duration of employment. It is easy to

imagine why.such criteria may have been, suggested. Wage rates are, for exam-

- ple, one Of the post widely recognized indicators of economic value: Indeed;

classicaI-econ le theory would have us believe that wage rates in a freely'',

competitive market arethe only means available Zor comparing the value o4

different kinds of ihbor. And attention to duration of employment woad

seem to be a natural outgrowth of intention expressed in federal legislation

as long ago as 1963 for,vocational.educution to help individuals achieve
,

employment stability (see p. 7). Yet using wage rates and employment dura-

tion as evaluation indices obviously raises numerous practical problems.

Nevertheless, even putting aside the practical probles of relying

*With respect to wage rates, -for example, the Department of Labor (1980)
points out that "Earnings id'an occupation ... vary bygeographic
region. In addition, workers in the same occupation may have
different earnings depending on the industry in which they work"
(p. 6). Such factors-obviously make wage rates a highly imperfect
indicator-of the quality of occupational preparation.

..
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on any of these indicators of employment success as criteria-for evaluating

the effectiveness of vocational-education, it seems to me that there are two ,

.much larger problems with the entire logic behind reliance on any one or any

on set of'indicators of'employement sudcess. First, it is significant that

substantial hnd apparently increasing proportions of secondary Vocational

education students do not cease their formal education upon completion of .

their high school careers. As noted already, according to,follow-up data on

the high school class of 1972, more than 50% of the students self-reported,

in their senior year of high school to be enrolled in a vocational program,

undertake at,least some form of postsecondary education within four Years-of

high school graduation. Moreover, in the latest available report from NCES,

focusing only on occupational vocational,education at the secondary level, it

was found that:
2-

Of students completing vocational program requirement, slightly,
more than half are available for immediate placement in the labor
force. The proportion has-dropped slightly since fiscal year 1972, 6'

from 58.9 to 55.2 in.fiscal year 1978 (U.S. Congress, 1980, p.86)p
' .

If one is interested in indicators of employment success it is of

-.course reasonable to focus #ttention only upon those who are in the labor

force, or in the words of the NCES report. are available for job placement.-

indeed, such a delineation-Of attention with respect to measuring employment

-sueeessisa-Imestrequireel- in =light oft standard Department of Labor prce-.,
dures for Calculating indj..ces sticfi as labor force participation and unemploy-

mentrates. ,Nevertheless, from the perspective of evaluating vocational

education programs - that is activities designed to answer questions about what
. ,

. -

,a program does in the interest of making judgements about the program - focusing

*In this regard, it should,be_noted that calculation of such commOnly known
economic indicators,,as unemployment rates is not as straightforward as might
be assumed.. In x analyzing national longitudinal data sets, We have found
(thee' Woods and Haney,, 198i, chapter 4) that 'it is virtually impossible, to

reproduce DOL' procedureS4rgaitely unless one has access to the same set of
,.:-questionS asked.in DOL suveys, ,
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heavily or exclusively on the employment success of fbrmer vocational

education students tends to ignore the 40 to 50% of secondary occupational

.vocational education program completers who, are not known to-be immediately 7--

available fOr job placement. This point is especially crucial in light of

$ -

the Congressional stipulation in the Education Amendments of 1976 that "in .

no case can pursuit of additional education or training by program corn-
. 0

pleters or leavers be considered negatively in these evaluationsof programs

purporting to impart entry level job skills (Sec. 112, b, 1)%

This clearly suggeits that follow-up studies on former vocational

education students - including those in occupationally'specific programs -

-ought to be Construed more broadly-than.as efforts to .determine the employ,
9

ment success of, those in-the labor force. Instead,. in light of'thg apparent
s

tondenty for secondary vocational educes on students increasingly to pursue
o

other activities (including further eddcatiot;-octupational training, and

, 0
. . , .,

hbmemaking), it is clear that to afford *A fuller picture,oftlhaVvocational
.

,..,

education programs do; follow-up studies should enCompaisTdescziPt.ion of
i g

s

what program completeres and leavers are doing be they -in omit of ,the.

labor force.
e

4 ,

. s, go .. % ' 4 .,

Despite this recommendation for broadening the scope of follow-up
. '4

t 0

studies on the status of vocational education program.complers'and leAverS,

a tote of caution 'should be interjected here regarding the likely utility of
Ns

any kind of follow-up studies. As mentioned, the major purpose of vocational....

education evaluation - both in the mparept intent of Congress in writing the

evaluatioi provisions of the 1976 Amendmentsand in the visions of'vocatlonal.

edUcation officials surveyed the studies summarized in section III is

improvement Hof vocational rograms at the state, local, d institutional
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vels. problem in this regard is one of timing. Judging from previous

evalua ion reports, it seems not unreasonable to assume that follow-up

studies on the post-program status of vocational educhion program completers

and leavers take a full two years to qomplete - one year for individuals to

enter the labor market or into whatever other activity they might undertake,

and one year for the actual conduct and reporting of evaluation activities.

Assuming that program managers do use evaluation findings to'improve voca-

tional program offerings, it seems reasonable to assume that another two

years will elapse between evaluation reporting and the actual implementation

of improvements ba'sed on tho indings - one year for considerition and

planning based on the findings and another year for developing and implementing

improvements in terms of staff training, curriculum development, etc.*

Moreover,..1f the vocational education involved has a two year course

.of study, another two years will elapse before graduates from the revised

improved program will graduate and be available for job placement, advanced

,

training, or whatever. Thus it seems reasonable to assume that at least

five years will elapse between gathering follow-up data and completion,of

the cycle,of program improvement and graduation of students from the new im-

proved program. Obviously then, there is a real limitation in this approach

,

as a means,of-keeping vocational program offerings current With labor market

trends, for labor markets can change substantially within a period of .five

years.

There is. one final, and'to my mind, most severe weakness in the idea
01

-This time projection is4adcarding to some recommendations, unrealistically
short fir program development and implementation. Weikart and Banet (1976),

-for example, argue that it can take as long as ten yeais.to develop, test out,
and.implement new educational programs.

A.
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that follow-up surveys of the employment success of former vocational

students will help. make vocational.program surveys responsive to labor

market demands. Follow-up surveys can help to determine-the a ployment
1 4 \,4

success of completers and leavers040iprograms that are currently offered,

but such surveys have little potential for identifying job openings and

thereby potential program offerings that are new. In other word's, follow-up

surveys may provide data on 'the effectiveness of past program offerings, but

have little potential for directly illuminating potential future offerings.
40,

In arguing against the likely utility of follow-up employment.success

surveys as a means for keeping vocational education. program offerings current

with labor'markets, I should note that I aminot arguing against the general

utility of follow-up surveys. Indeed, experience in educational research has

410

clearly shown that follow -up surveys as long as 20 years after proir

pletion can be, of considerable value in influencing general thin ing on

education and general strategy of program offerings. Rather, I am simply

noting the likely limited utility of follow -up surveys in meeting the shorter-, .

term goal of keeping vocational program offerings currnt with labor market

demands.

Student Achievement

As noted in the_reviews of studies of vocational education program

evaluation in section III, this appears to be the area in which prbvisions

of the 1977 regulations-are least fully implemented. Recall that in this--

:area the regulations suggestedreliance on indicators such as:

-standard occupational proficiency measures;

- criterion referenced tests; and

-other examinations of itudents' skills, knowledge, attitudes and
readiness for entering employment successfully.

4
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c-

It is easy to understand --why these provisions have not been widely .

lemented. Standard occupational proficiency wasures simply do not exist.

r most occupations. ..Criterion referenced tests are 6latively new idea

n the testing 4rofession, and the technology of criterion referenced testing

is only beginning to bp developed., Moreover, there is considerable un-

/certainty about What facto'l-s are significant determinants (be they skills,
4

knowledge, attitudes, connections, or whatever) of individuals' successful

entry into employMent. For example, one recent study of the labor market .--

for male youth with less than a college degree argues that the youth labor

market has structural features which `are not widely understood, much less

reflected in employment and training policy.#

Therefore.as a-gneral matter it would seem-unwise for federal mandates'

to require any specific or standard appr4oaches to measuring student achieve-
,.

ment in occupational proficiencies. Nevertheless,there appears to be one area

........

of student achievement that may be worthy of more aiten on, namely student

achievement in the basic skills of reading, writing and mathematics. Im-

parting such skills is not traditionally seen as a priority goal of vocational

education, but there are several reasons for concluding that more attention

basic stills achievement of vocational students is warranted. First, there

en widespread concern nationally over the last four years or so about

See Bark, 1980', for an up-to-date assessment of the state of the art of

cri rion referenced measurement.
# e study entitled fitting Startethis by Pau1.0§terman (M.I.T. Piess, 1980)..

While Ostermants' work cannot be summarized here, let me note simply that
the author argues, among many other points, that "much of the policy focus

on improving the 'school totwork transition' is misguided ". (pi 154) He

argues this because of evidence that male 'Youth often undergo a period of
_employment instability, a period,of settling down, and because "there is

4., little relationship between the first job. after school .and later jobs" (p. 154).

5.3
10.
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the basic skills of .all high school students, including college preparatory

and general as well as vocational program/students.. This concern has been

manifest most clearly in the minimum competency testing movement. -Since 1975

more than half the in the nation have initiated minimum competency

testing programs.forall public school students. Under such programs test

results are used/ to determine award of high school diplomas, to control grade

to grade prpmotion, and/or to identify students to receive remedial instkuc-

../
tion. pibst such programs schedule testingin the high schooLyears, and test

rea, ng, math, and to only slightly lesser extent writing (Gorth, et al., 1980 for

etails). While many observers have questioned the likely efficacy of.mini--.

.mum comPetency testing as a strategy for improving learning, it seems undeniable

that such testing reflects a widespread doncern for the basic skills achieve-

ments of high school students. And as-a result,all high school students in-

1L

':..1 chiding college prep, general, and vocation program enrollees (but in some
-..'

places excluding handicapped students) will have to meet common standardg of

performance on basic skill tests.

Second, more attention to general basic skills seems warrantee in

light. of ok the tendency documented above for substantial proportions'"of

dary vocational education progkam completers and,leavers tc pursue post-

secondary education, additibnal training,or other activities prior to. entering ° °

the labor force. In short, for the 50% or so of secondary vocational students

who are not immediately avaMable for job-placement after leaving their voca-

-tional programs., basic skills' may be a more general and relevant type of

achievement to evaluate than specific occupational competencies.
, .

Third, even for vocational dents who go directly into the labor

market, basic skills ma .be more important thallo,ocdupationally specific com-
.

$

54 9.



pefencres. Why? One prominent economist, tester Thurow, argues this point

.6 I.

as follows. First he maintains that !'most skills in the U.S. are not acquired

in formal education.or training; rather they are acquired throbgh on the.job

training from one worker to another',- (Thurow, 1979, pp. 324-325). He cites

some "very clear" evidence to support the proposition. In light of this

proposition, he 4argues that the prime purpose of vocational education.ought

to be creation of background characteristcs which tend to make individuals

into low-post trainees.for potentiafemployers. And from this, he argues

third that "the three R's (reading, writing, and arithmetic) are an important

ingredient in training costs" (p. 327). He also argues that good work habits

are a second general type, of characterispcs. which make'individuals attractive

to employers as p,otentially) low-cost trainees. Also it should be noted that

6
there are important qualifications to Thurow's,seneral train of reasoning.

which for the sake of brevity I. will not elaborate here. Nevertheless, it

seems fair to summarize his general point as follows. Since emplOYers tend

not to s ct employees on the basls of theie occupationally specific
.

icom-

petencies, butinstead on the basis of their trainability, basic skillss

attainment may be a more,impqrtant goal for vocatiOnal,edwatiOn students

planning ,to' enter directly into the labor' market than competencies keyed to

specific jobs. P

In arguing that basic skills attainment is worthy of more attention
,

as an evaluation riterion for vocational education, I should make it clear

what I am not arguing for. I am not arguin'for any kind of national standard

'of basic skills attainment for vocational education students. ile federal

guidelines might, I think usefully direct more attention to evaluation cri-

teria in this realm; I am not suggesting even that the federal government

55
*4.0
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%
make an effort to aggreg te results of state and local assessment of, basicOtu..

. 4
skills into a national pi re of the basic skills attainment of vocational

students. The reasons for not suggesting a, large federal role with respect"

to evaluation of basic,skills attainment of vocational stutents are many,

but here I mention only three.. First, there seems to be widespread and widely

accepted agreement to the proposition that federal, as opposed to national,

standards of educational achievement would be an'unwarranted breach the

long-standing division of authority over education in the United States.

Second are the many technical problems that efforts to aggregate state and

local evaluations of basic skills attainment would raise in trying to'produce

a national picture of vocational educations Third, seelittle likely

,

utility from such an effort in terms of program improvement in light of the

highly diversified and decentralized nature of the vocational_education_enter-'

prise.

Services to Special Needs Populations
2

A thi"rd area*for evaluation mentioned-it the. 1977 regulations, is ser-

vices to special needs groups, specifically:
,. .

The results of additional services, ash measured by the suggested
criteria [pertaining to planning and,opeAtionalproceaures, student
'achievement,and employment success] ... that the state provides

to these special populations: '
(

(1) Woman,
(2) Members of minority groups,

(3) Handicapped persons,'
(4) Disadvantaged persons, and
(5) Persons of limited English speaking ability.'

4'

*See Jaeger, 1979; Linn, 1979; and
these issues in regard to efforts
of basic skills effects estimates

Wiley, 1979 for a discussion of many of
to aggregate local and state evaluations
with,respect.to Title I programs:

6.
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'As noted in the review of the Abt Study, and -the Wentling survey in

section III, evaluation activity regarding services to special populations

appears to be relatively less than evaluation pertaining either to planning

ailloperatiOnal procedures, or to employment success (though as noted, eviderice

in the Wentling study on the priority given to evaluation of services' to

special populations is somewhat ambiguous). As the Abt rlyort Doted:

Less attention has been given to evaludtinithe results
o of additional services to special needs populations. All

sample states which-have a formal program review pr.:Mess . -

include some items on special needs populations though
the extensiveness of the review'varies. ID all cases, the
review foduses on access to rather than results of vocation -

f-, al programs. (Beuke, 1980, p.498),

In this regard, it seems to 1116 "that illith'at'is reasonable-to require
.

.

in the way of,regular evaluation of services to special popUlations are

O

assessm ts Of access to and participation in federally-aided vocational

educati nalprograms:. To put the matter anothWway,-the <1977 regulatory

langua e requiring evaluation of th 'results of additional sevices"
/

provided to women, minority groups, handicapped 'and disadvantaged indiv-

11) idua s, and persons of limitedEngli speaking abilit n t rms of .employ-

men success and student achieVement is:unrealis

,

're di...this conclusion for three broad sets of''re sons.

:First, are the general argumen-ts already outlined iegarding'the'limited
. ,

support (either in terms'of financial resources or teqhnical assistance) with

and unreas nable. I.

which, the federal government has provided with respect to evaluation of employment
(.

success and student achieVement effects of.vocational education, and the

liniited utility of anysuch evalution in light of the apparent'goal of

federal evaluation requirements, namely program improvement at state, local

and institutional leyels.
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Second, is the language pertaining t?1results of additional services.

If taken seriously, :this would mean that speVal documentation would-be re-
_

quired not only of general services provided/to such special populations,

but of additional services provided to ea0; special population above and

" beyond the'basic level of service provision which otherwise might be pro-

vided. This would mean that evaluatiOfi of the results of additional services

equire addressing issues of s*lemental services'versus supplanted

ices - issues which have long bedeviled efforts to evaluate the Title I.

ri

separate and quite different mandates to evaluate the results of service pro-

Third, is the fact that most agencies providing federally-aided voca-

tional_eduCation programs',.namely local education agencies, already are under

vision to precisely -these same special populations. loriaTe-not had space in

this brief paper to review the various federal mandates for evaluation of

educational -service provision to all the special populations mentioned in the

1977 vocational education regulatios, but here let me only discuss the fed-

eral mandate for evaluation of educational programs for the handicapped, elab-

orated as a result of the passage of PL-94-142, which was brieflyrreviewed

e - in,sectionIV, As notedr-federal evaluation'requirements for 'LEA's providing

services for the handicapped focus exclusively on.prodedural reqUirements

(mostly in terms of individual educatiOnal-plans) and do not specify atten-

,

tion tb any particular outcome measures.. indeed-enactment of federal legit-
-

lation regarding evaluation for the handicapped'(PL-.94-142) semi to have
.

.

*Without 4rying to 4escribe the history of the supplement versus supplant
4issue;Pin Title I, and the various regulations tbat have grown up around -

this issue, it is worth nbting.that because of the ramifications bf trying .

to identify supplemental services, the latest'(1978) legislation provides
for dropping of-tile supplemental requirement when Title I services are pro-.
vided to students in districts serving.a specified minimum proportion of
disadvantaged students.

A
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\:been premised on a potion that any a priori, pecification from the federal
,

level of goals for handicapped students would be inappropriate, that he

specific criteria for judging the effectiveness of individually prescribed

educational plans for handicapped children should be specified at the loc

level. Thus, ithvems to me that requiring the evaluation of vocational rograms

serving handicapped children iri.terms of any prespecified criteria of ach eVementot

. ,

and employment success would fly in the face of not only the procedural r quire-

ments of PL-92-142, but also the general philosophy whiCh motivated the assage

of this legislation by the U.S. Congrets:_

Planning and Operational" Processes '
.4.

The fourth area of evaluation mentioned in the regulatiols of 1977

was planning and operational procedures. Specifically mentioaegi_under_this

rubric were the following sorts of characteristics of vocational eduation

programs:

-(1) Quality and availabilityof instructional offerings:
(2) Guidancecounseling, and placement and follow-up services;
(3) Capacity and condition of fa es and equipment;

(4). Employer participation - ;n °perdti e'peograms of vocational
education;

(5) Teacher/pupil ratios;, and
(6),Teacher qualifications.

Though planning and operational procedures here mentioned inthe 1977

regulations prior to the three other areas of evaluation mentioned '(namely

student achievement,employment success, and results of services to special
MO.

populations), I have postponed discussion of thiS area of evaluation for the

simple reason that I think there is greateSt potential in this realm foi

speCifitatiOn of evaluation criteria which will most likely serve the intended

goal of federal evaluation , namely program improvement. Why do I

5'8
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give priorityito evaluation of,planning and operational procedures above'
"41*

student acikeveMent, employment success,"and results of additpnal services
I

to special populations? The reason is"faiky'simple. Regardless of how good
*

estimates of various program outcdins axe, they provide absolutely no guid-

ance for program.improvement unless they are coupled with information on

-program processes. If one knows that prograM4X helpedto boogt students'

reading achievement by 10 points, this information is' of little value.if it
Lon.

is not accompanied by, information on Characteristics of the program (i.e.

1

operational. processes) which might help explain why
,,,,it

was effectiye. lin

. '
,

' -
other words, evaluation evidence on program outcomes such as achievement or,

,

4 .
e -,

.?..

' employment success, however validly me#sured, provides'vittuallyno basis

for program improvement efforts if it is-not accompanied by information on oper-

ationol r.h.raci-,-ristics. "Moreover, inforliation on program characteristics,
g

t

even if one does not have evidence on outcomes, still can provide a basis for

P .
.

improving programs; for example, if some independent standard exists for

judging the characteristics which a P;ogrim should have or hypotheses are

.e!,
. .

vailable concerning likely relatibnships hetWeen operational p togram char-
.

cteristics and program outcomes.

In this regard it seems to me'that'feslerarpoligy on vocational education

valuation might pay particular a ttention to documentation of the nature and
1.0t

t--

xtent of the vocational education enterprise. From the federal, perspective,

seems likely to be far more useful to focus evaluation efforts on matters
.

vocational education program organizatiom and administration, populations .

s rved and srrvices'provided, than on-question)lof effects, be they concerned
%

.

w th student achievement, employment success, or results for special populations.

60,
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or

There are two brad sets reasons for'advocating an evaluation focus on

documentation of program nature and extent rather than-on outcomes.. This

first has to do with what has been learned about systematic irogram evalua-''-

tion over the last decade and a half and the second with the complexity of.,

the vocational. education enterprise and the federal role in it.

Since the mid-1960s systematic program evaluation has emerged as a

major enterprise. Millions of dollars have been inve it. Several

linewjournals expressly intendedto cover evaluation i sues ha a been founded

and evaluation appears to be emerging as a specialized pro sion, sepaiate

from research and adminisiration. And as-noted in sectio federal legis-

lation on social programs now regurarly containg:provis ns Lvucern ng-evalu

ation of such programs. Nevertheless, not all has gone wellfor the pralua-
,

tinn ,mtorprica. Syctematic program evaludtidt-has'not usually becn--as_

useful, either in terms of,policy-making or program management, as the early

proponents of evaluation suggested (see Patton, 1978; Weiss,"1976, 1977).
.

There are several different explanations for Why systematic, program evaluation,

has not proven to be as useful as might have'''been hoped, including, for
,

exanpl;-the'relatively primitive state of the art of evaluation, the failure

to keep utilization in mind in designing and.carrying oit evaluatipns, and-

myriad other-influences besides evaluation findings on policymaking and
. -

program management .(Lindblom & Cohen:1979). Nevertheless, it seems clear

that one reason why evaluations have not proven terribly useful is that there

has been a tendency to focus on questions- of effects.or outcomes without,

paying sufficient attention to issues of specific purposes and characteristics

of programs being evaluated, Such-, an approach has come to be known, usually

derogatively, as'the black,box model of evaluation, The man problems with

61
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such an approach are two. Fii.st; it does little good to know that program X

produced a gain OLIO points on an aChievemint test, or 10% gteater chance.

of being employed unless such findings are acdompaniedw information on

the nature of program X. second, it is virtually impOssible to produce

effects estimates concerning any regular program which cannot be easily

challenged by anyone with evpn a modicum of knowledge about technical evalu-

ation issues. The problem isthat without some kind of'experimentak manipula-

tion of assignment of people to prbgrans (for example, via random assignment),

it is inevitably possible to hypothesize thatestimated effects were due

not to.the program under study, but to, the particular characteristics of
4

individuals participat41g in ete program. For hit reason, Boruch and

Cordray (1980) explicitly recommended "the'use of randomized field experi-

ments to-plan and evaluate hew programs, new variations of existing programs,
____ -r

andprogram components."- There sre, I think, strong grounds for queStioning

't

h'Is recommendation,-but it-is,nevertheless clear that for regular ongoing

. V
6service.programs'such Ss,vdcational education, random assignment cannot (and

in my view should not) be employed. This means that evaluations of the out-

comes produced (the ,effects) of such programs ,can never be definitively
L

assessed. This suggests to me'that evaLuition of . vocational education pro-

grams should focus more on descriptive questions of what programs axe and

what people they serve rather than.oft the much ,more elusive queStion of

. what effects the prograis have.* This is not meant to suggest that questions,-

* In tills regard i worth noting that WprQUAW eYalmation has developed
as a separate field" of inguirr Several groups haye deyeloped standards for
program eyaluation, and prominent among them are issues of program descriP-
tion. For example; the first standard set out by the Joint Committee on
Standards for Educational Evaluation reads as follows

The object of the evaluation (program, prodbct dr project) should
be described so that it is clear what form's] of the object is
Jere] tieing evaluated: (J'oint Committee, 1979)

Similarly, the number one guideline set out in the draft standards developed

62
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Of impact or effects are not of interest; but merely that giyen the

last.15 years of experience with program evaluation, they tannothe very

usefully addressed by mandating evalliation in terns .of any one Or two
417

,
outcome criteria inor forlhat matter any one or two sets of outcome

criteria):

The second broad set of reasons for focusing evaluation on documentation

of:the nature and extent of programs rather than on outcomes tas tp do with
6

the complexity of the vocational education enterprise and the :limited federal

contribution to that enterprise. As noted in section II, federally aided

vocational education serves different kinds of goals (e.g.;, occupational

exploration, preparation for advanced placembt, and direct preparation for

paid or unpaid employment), operates in many different institutions 12&,000

at last count) and at different levels-of the nation's educational system

(secondary, postsecondary and adult), ooncernsdozens of different kinds

of occupations, and° is specifically mandated to serve seven different special

popUlations. In contrast to the scope of the vocational education enterprise,

however, federal aid to vocational education amounts to no
I

more than-10%
..-.

.

. e

of total national expenditure onyocatibtal education. In light of this

. .-
..,

contrast, and in iight,of the 'fact that the federal government has'not

pro4dded significant support-to states, local education agencies and

( *Ccont.1L 4 .

, by the evaluation researchOciety is;
...

The purposes and characteristici of the program or
actility to he addressed_in the evaluation_effort should ,

14 specified as precisely as possible (cited in Boruch and ,

Coiaray, 1980, appendix)), ,
(

4
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"a'

institutions to meet the evaluation mandate inthe 1976 legislation, much

,

less the elabdrated mandate in the 1977.regUlation, it'seems unreasonable

for federal lbgislation to require evaluation in terms of any specific

criteria of .set of criteria.

What Else. Can he Done to Make-Evaluation Useful for Program Improvement?

Thus far I hpe argued mainly for curtailment of_federal requirements

for evaluation of vocational_ education outcomes. NeverOeless, the question

of results is clearly of tremendous importance. The national interest

viously will not be well served by'providing-vocational education rograms

if those programs make no difference in the lives of individuals whim they

aim at serving. Thus, in closing, ieseems to be worthwhile to move beyond

,,.
- ,;, , .

the fairly narrow question of evaluation criteria, and more broadly address
.

the 4uestion of what els-. can be Arm,. to rnkg. 'useful for program

improvements. WhilQ, I do not have tim nor space toielaborate much on this

queition, let me suggest five broad types of postibilities.

Evaluation Procedures.' One strategy, apparent in,theiPL-94-142'

4 legislation, would be to eschew the mandate'of evaluation in terms of any

specific criteria, aid instead to place tore emphasis-on procedural require-

ments. Who should be involved in the co

and who should have access to evaluation

vocational education students (or in the

'program completers and leavers)

policy seek to ascertain their vie

duct and reporting of evaluation,

esults? Instead of viewing former ,

argon of ,current literature,

y,as objects of study, might evaluation

s more irectly on -.the strength and

1
weaknesses of the4rograms in w ch they p rticiped? Might not -parents

64
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0, ll of students, employers, and representatives of special populations, all
i

-t$ of whose interests are intended to be served by federally aided voca,

tional education, be systematically involiyed in dcraluating this complex

. 'enterprise'? '

It should be noted that some such procedural requirements for evalu-

ation already exist. qtilnoted in the general description of federal

requirements in appendix 1, for example, State Advisory Councils on

VoCational Education' already are mandated to participate in evaluations'

of vocational education'at state leveli, and the National Advisory Council

on Vocational Education serves as the national counterpart to the 'state

councils. Also, as noted in the Abt report (Beuke et al., 1980, p.-108),

the Education Amendments of 1976)and 1978 mandate the establishment-of
.

three other sorts of'groups at the state:Aevel .(Committees for State

Vocational Educational Planning, State Occupational Information Coordinating

Committees,And State. Employment and TrAiiiiTg-Councils) in der to co-

ordinate CETA and vocational education programs The establishment.and
tI

operation 'of such coordinating groups has not been without problems, as

the Abt report totes., But their existence (and according to

the Abt report they "are having positive effects"- Beuke et al.,

1980, p. 123), clearly suggests that the locus of, responsibility for

votatioliareducational planning and pcklicymaking resides'more at the state

than the federal'level of government. If this is so, it would seem plausible
fa,

*tv

to avoid direct federal mandate for evaluation in terns of any specific

criteria, aftnstead to rely more on procedural guidance from the federal

65
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ExemptallProgram'Identification. A second strategy would be to

" ,provide for incentives, 'beyond rules and regulations pertaining to

specific evaluation criteria, to motivate useful evalUations of voca-

tional education programs. One example of such a strategy is available

in the Department of Education's Joint Dissemination:Review Panel (JDRP).

The JDRP regularly reviews evaluation evidence on the effectiveness of

education programs iiy order to judge that evidenceis persuasive. If

program is approved by the JDRP, it is listed in a Department of Education

catalog, Education Programs That Work, and is er?rgible for federal support

to promote aiksemination of information about the program. The fifth

editiofi ofiEducation Programs That Work (1978) lists'over 200 "exemplary'

educational progiams," but among these oily a single one is listed in

the.index under vocational education.*. In contrast, exemplary programs-,

listed under the rubrics of basic skills and early childhood educatiOn

number more than two dozen each. There are several different hypotheses

available to explain why vocational educitionprogramshow up relatively
1.*

infrequently in this-listifig.of exemplary educ tional programs., " but it

* it is the Vocational Reading Power

Minnesota, a state with,one of the
vocational education programs. .

project-developed in Minneapolis.,

best developed systems for evaluating

**Such hypotheses include: the ipparenisolation in, the federal bureau-'
cracy of vocational education from other education programs, the relative
prominence of state as:opposed to federal authority in vocational educa-
tion, the emphasis of*the JDRP on"educational significance" asopposed

,to broader social and occupational significance, and greater federal
investment in efaluating educational programs other than voca.tionat
programs.

3
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sips to me 'very anitkely that it is because vocational education-programs
.,

are generically "less effective or exemp_liry than other educational programs.

lut whatever the cause,this fact suggests that vocational education has

. .

not exploited evaluation as a means of identifying good programs, publi-

i. cizing information about them and thereby improving' other programs, to

as great an extent as have other federally aided education programs.

Technical Assistance. A third approach to evaluation which seems

to me more likely beneficial in terms of helping to improve programs at

state and local levels would be federal provision of technical assistance

with respect to evaluation. To some'extent this,is of course already

- happening through activities,;-.of the National Centerfor Research in

"yoca nal Education. This Center currently makes available a variety

bf materials concerning,yOcational eddcation evaluation (for example

y.
concerning 'the measurement of vocational education outcomes, and'the

characteristicsof programs which tend to have plaCement rates)

.Nevertheless,the'federal activity in providing 'technical assfiiane

with regard to TitleeI evaluations, through ten regional technical

assistance'centers,provides an interesting contrast. The model 15 of-
,

-

course not necessarily one tb be dir,ectly emulated with respect to

vocationareducatigh, but it ig, I "think, at least worth considerlfig.

in anieffbrt to identifyoway$ in which federal provision of technical

'can help states and local institu-assistance With regard to evaluation

tions use evaluation for the purpose of improing programs.
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Evaluation Research into Speolal Issues; A fourth strategy for

federal influence on, valuation of vocational education is .targeted
.

,".
evaluation research on special issues,, 'InAhis regard, thevery com-

,

plexity of the vocational educAion enterprise represents the various

and sometimes competing interests involved in vocational education --

interests of federal, state, and local levels of government, interests
200.4.

of individual students and:parents and those of diverse institutions,

interests of baisiness and organized labor, and various spcial'interest

-groups'as well. Current 'federal requtpments for the\Svaluatibn.of

vocational education, it seems to me, clearly represent many of these

different-interests; and while 1 -have argued'against
_ federally required

.

evaluation criteria representing various,special interests (e.g., the

results of vocational eduilkon services provided to special popUlations),

e

I am not arguing against the validity of the interests they.represent

Rather I- am simPiy!ar uing that it is needlessly burdensome, (and I suspect ,.

.

highly inefficient as well in terms of deriving valid answers "to specific
40

.qUestions) to requ e all institutions receiving federal vocational educa-
,

s '-tion fundsto egularly evaluate their efforts in terms Of such diverse

triteria a- currently mandated., Thus it seems to me that a more reason-
,

able ap oach to answers to specific questkens (such as results,for

par' cular special populations) would be targeted evaluation researok aimed

at answerifig specific questions, Sudh a strategy could 'be easily doordi,

nated with a federal approach to evaluation of vocational education,

which focuSes on documentation aledescription of vocational education

administration; services and populations, If such descriptive information
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were available, it could be used to

which evaluation research targeted

ized,)both in terms of elaborating

provide a fiamework in terms of

on specific questions could be organ-

specific queitions and in terms of

drawing systematic samples of vocational education programs and popula-

tions.

In suggesting the strategy of targiled evaluation research, I should again

point out that the idea is not a new one. Indeed, the current vocational

education study poses a prime example of such targeted research. Instead

of relying exclusively upon the ongoing evaluation activities of the

federal government', as in the Education Amendmints of 19746, the U.S.

Congress specifically mandated (and funded) this Studyto address specific

questions through "thorough evaluation and study" whiWthe Congress wanted

answered in preparation for reauthorization of fecler 1 legislation on

vocational education. Also, the data now being acquired through VEDS

provides an example of how descriptive data, acqUired at the federal level,

'can help provide a framework for and thereby help refine evaluation

questions addressed at the state and°1ocal levels. In this regard note

that while NCES in reporting in 1980 on The Condition of Vocational Educa-

tion drew a broad distinction between occupational and nonoccupational

vocational education programs, officials from the state of Minnesota re-.

ported data showing that the amount of coursework students take'in

tional educationin Ninhesota spans a ontinu ranging from less than
.

, Congress, p. 384). In other
.

4 J
words, while the general distinction dra t the federal level it a useful

100 hours.to more than 800.-hours-($ee U,

69
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one (far better than lumping together all secondary school students

taking vocational coursework as simply "vocational education students"),
4 -

a more detailed description developed at, the state level revealed,that

such 4 dichotOmization'still conceals considerable variation in the

extent of the vocationa) education training received by students.

Meeting Labor Market Demands. A last general issue pertains tothe

widespread interest in using evaluation to help improve the coordination

of vocational education with labor market demands. As noted in section I,

the widespread interest in making vocafional'education program offerings

responsive to changing demands of the labor market is entirely under-

standable. It does little good to prepare individuals for occupations

where there are no jobs available., Also, as noted, the concern for

making vocational education more responsive to the labor market was

clearly one of the prime motivations in the 1976 Congressional mandate

to evaluate occupational vocational programs in terms of students' sub-

sequent employment success (namely, placement in a related occupation,

and employer satisfaction). Nevertheless, I also suggest that follow-up

studies 6n employment success are not a terribly satisfactory means of

serving the intended end -- both because of practical problems 11C.

conducting such follow-up studies while protecting the privacy rights of

individuals, and more importantly, because such follow,up studies on

former vocational education students inevitably will miss' half the

question. Specifically relying on follow -up studies will provide no

It
-direct information on occupational openings, for` which there are currently

70.
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no vocational program offerings. FOr example, in community Z, there

may be a. tremendous demand for computer programmers, but if.thefe is no

vocational program related to computer programming in that community,

this fact would very likely not be revealed in follow.up studies.
di*

If this is so, there remains the broad question of how mechanisms

can be established to help make vocational education program offering's

more responsive to labor market opportunities. The general answer, I

think, is to bring other kinds of data to bear on vocational education

plahning and policy-making, namely surveys of current labor market

opportunities and projections of future labor market demands. This

idea is of course'not a new one. It was reflected, for example, in the

1976 Congressional mapdatse to establish State Occupational Information

Coordinating Committees, with membership to include state administrators

of vocational education. Nevertheless, it should be acknowledged that

the idea is not easy to.implement for 'at least two broad sets of reasons.

First, from a theoretical point. of view: there is considerable uncertainty

concerning market elasticitieS of skill substitution within or across

occupations. As ThuroW (1979) points out,-

4

The empirical magnitude-of the elasticities of substitution
depends on the level of aggregation of labor'skills. At
some levels of aggregation the elasticities are low; at
others they are high. Generally, the more aggregate the
vector of labor skills, the lower the elasticities of sub-
stitution between different skills. The elasticities of
substitution between different types of electricians are .

presumably much higher than those between craftsmen and
professional workers. (pp, 323424)

S
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in general Thurow seems to argue that elasticities of skill substitution

are higher thay-typically recognized in vocational education and employment

training circles, Nevertheless, at the same time he acknowledges that for

some categories of skills, such as typing, elasticities of substitution

may be low.

Yet leaving aside such theoretical problems, there is a more practical
o.

problem in.attaining the goal of making vocational education more responsive

to laboriarket demands. It is the fact that, whatever one wishes to assume

about elasticities of skill substitution, there is a tremendous dearth of'

information systematically collected on labor market demands. Indeed,

-according to some recent accounts, the United States has the poorest

system of collecting such information df any major industrialized country.

This suggests that meeting the goal of making vocational _education

more responsive to Tabor market,dehands would require the investment of

considerable resources in developing a more comprehensive system for

collecting, analyzing and reporting data on labor market demands. Such a

task clearly seems beyond the ken of vocational-education, or at least

vocational education alone. Nevertheless, it seems to me that, however

such a goL (namely t e development of a better system for ascertaining

present and future labor market demands) can be attained, at least one
at

thing is clear. Labor market demand, as with other aspects of the economy,

can fluctuate.markedly across time and geography; According tothe

1Department.of Labor 0 980)1..

b
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In everr, occupation and industry, the number of
jobseekers and the number of job openings con-:
stantly changes. A rise or fall in the demand for
a product or service affects the number.of workers
needed to produce it. New inventions and tech-
nological innovations create, some jobs and eliminate
others': Changesin the size or age distribution of
the population, work attitudes, training-opportunities,
or retirement programs determine the number of workers . :

available. As these forces, interact in the labor
market, some occupations experience a shortage of
workers, some a surplus, some a balance between job-.
seekers and job openings. Methods used by economists',
to develop, information on future occupatiOn'al prospects
differ, and judgments that go_into any assessmefit.of
.the future also differ.

This suggests'that.the task of coordinating vocational education

programs offerings with current, much less future, labor market demand

is not an easy endeavor. It also suggests to me that mandating indi2"

vidual education agencies and institutions.to tailor their vocatiohal

edUdation programs to labor market trends by way of their own follow-up

surveys of former students is simply'unreasonable: .Instead I think a

more reasonable strategy would be to invest additional resources in state

or regional efforts to gather,, analyze and report on labor, market trends

and-to influence vocational education planning efforts by providing

suchiniormation to local institutions.
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APPENDIX 1

Evaluation Requirements for Vocational Education

Funding for Federal Vocational Education programs is of two basic
types: Formula grants to states =id Discretionary giants. The evaluation
process is different for each type. Here we only consider, the evaluation
requirements fdr the formula grants administered by' the states.

State administered Vocational Education programs require evaluation
at the state and federal levels. At the state level, formal evaluation is
routinely conducted by two groups; the State Department of Vocational
Education and the State Advisory Council on Vocational Education (SACVE).
At the federal level, there is a parallel organizational scheme. .The Bureau
of Occupational and Adult. Education (BOAE) within USOE and the National
Advisory Council on Vocational Education (NACVE) serve as the federal level
counterparts to the state agencies. The local administration of these
programs is carried Out by the district. The evaluation is typically
informal, being composed of needs assessment ipd guidance regarding program
operation provided by the Local Advisory Counhil on 'Vocational Education.
(LACVE).

. (a) Evaluation Requirements at the State level. The-law and, regu-
lations are explicit as to the content and procedures to be employAd.in
the state evaluation. The evaluation is structured around a five-year
program plan. The legislation explicitly states that the purpose of the
evaluation is to revise and improve the programs conducted under this-playl,
this plan is jointly devised by representatives of the State Department
of Education and the State Advisoix.pouncil (SACVE).

, -
State Department of Education requirements.' During the five-year

period of the state plan, the State Department of Education' is to evaluate
4 the effectiveness of each prOgram in terms of ('a) planning and operational

processes, (b) student achievement, (c) studeht employment suecess and
(d) issues related to srecial populations. Further, the state is required
to evaluate the extent' to whicht individuals wha complete or leave the prog am-
obtain employment in occupations related to their training and whether the r
employers consider them well-trained and prepared for employment. Sampli

4 is permitted for this assessment. Finally, the State Department of Education
is required to submit. an annual accountability report which includes a
description of how funds were used, a summary of the evaluations that -were'
conducted and a description of how'the evaluation information.has been used
to improve the state's program.

.

State Advisory Council requirements. Annually, the State Advisory
Council is to prepare and submit to the'Commitsioner and National Advisory
Council on Vocational Education, an evaluation report. Itt contents are to
include a synthesis'ofits evaluatioh of State Department administration and
-operation and the evaluations performed by the Stgfe Department of Education.

.(b) Evaluation Requirements at the Federal level. An organikational
'structure,' parallel to the state level, is, established within the law for the
federal-level agenCies. There are-some notable differences in the explicit-. -
ness.of the-evaluation-requirements prescribed forthe National Advisory
Council, however.;
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Evaluation requirements for the Bureau of Occupational and Adult
'Ed(ication. At least ten states are to be reviewed chAringa given fiscal.
year. The purpose of the review is to analyze the strength and weaknesses
of state programs. At tote same time, DHEW is to conduct fiscal audits
within those states. The Commissioner is to transmit to Congress a report
on the National statusof the Vocational Education programs. The report is
to include information developed from the National Vocational Education
Data System (VEDS, a summary of information'obtained from federal reviews
and audits and a synthesis of the evaluations performed by State Departments'
:.nd State Advisory Councils.

Evaluation requirements for the National Advisory Council on Vocational
Education. NACVE received a brbadly stated evaluation function in the legis- .

Jation. Its primary function is to provide policy- oriented annual reports
and assessment, f USOE/BOAE administration and 1perations.

Diversity in the Type of Evaluation Regulations

Examining the amount and type of information that is required-across
the four programs it is apparent that ,there are substantial differences.
The direct grant type of program (e.g., Bilingual and the Discretionary
grants for-Vocational Education) have the least amount of oversight and 4'

,repoiting requirements. Title I and Vocational Education (Basic grants)
are both state administered, formula allocation .grants and have an additional
level of evaluation.iripoaed.by the state agency. Vocational Education can
be distinguished from Title Iin.that'two agencies at the state and No
agencies at the federal level are responsible for conducting routine evalu-
ations. From this comparative assessment,-we see that not only do the law
and regulationi indicate.how evaluation is to be carried out, it can also
influence how mvch.ds conducted and by whom.

4
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APPENDIX 2

- ESEA,, Title I (Education of Disadvantaged Children, BasicGrants to
LEAs)

(a) 1.F.A. Evaluation Requirements. The 1974 and 1978 EdUcational
Amenamentt require the Coinassioner to develop and make available to SEAs
and LEAs (through the SEA) explicit standards and "models" for evaluation _

reporting at the local level. The October 12, 1979 Federal Register
describes these standards and reporting regulations: .every LEA receivi g
funding is required to submit an evaluation plan to the SEA at addre ses
how it will meet technical requirements of the regulation. At least o
every three years, the_DEA,must evaluate its programs using,"reliable

valid instruments," "procedures that minimize error" and a i n
"yields a valid assessment of achivement gains." This latter requireient
can be fulfilled by usineone of three federally developed models or a
suitable alternative approved by the SEA and Commissioner. Each model is
supposed to'provide an estimate of the effect of receiving Title I services
on student performance compared to an estimate of what performance would
have been in the absence of Title I services. Achievement scores are to
be reported to the SEA using a common meas, a "normal curve equivalent"
(NCE).

4:,lbe new regulations also require longitudinal assessment to ascertain
whether Title I gains are sustained after services are withdrawn. This
assessment is for-local use and reporting is not required unless requested
by the SEA. Initial achievement status and gain, a description of the
assessment process'and project information are the only tederally mandated
_evaluation requirements that are imposed on LEAs. The project information
that is-to be obtained includes: average duration of Title I service,
pupil-per-teach ratios, expenditures' per child, and number of participants..
Accdrding.to thesregglations, this projet inforniation is to be collected on a
sample of grade levels

() The SEA EvaluatiOrNtiNuirepents. 'The SEA is charged with the.
responsibility'for-ensuring that the LEA educational plan'is in compliance
with(the-law-and-recently, this role has been expanded to include more
extensive evaluation functions. SEAs are responsible for monitoring how
the projects are carried out, providing technical assistance' regarding LEA
evaluation and aggregation of. LEA data. The monitoring function is carried
out through field visits by state Title I representative(s). The state
receives one and one -half percent (set-aside)'of its total allocation, or
$150;000, whichever is greater, to perform these notions.,

The.SEAcompiles'the data that is submitted by the LEAs-and submits
(I) an annual performance report, containing: The number of participants
servad by types of service; number of 'participants by grade level for public
andnonpublie tecipieLts:and "other information requested by the Commissioner"
and (2) A 'biennial evaluation report, summarizing information for all or a
represeptitive sample of LEAS.

A



(c) Federal Ektaluati Requirements. 'Section 183 of the 1978
Education-Amendments clea y delineates the evaluation tasks and priorities
to be addressed by the Commissioner. The law makes provision for two levels
of evaluative evidence: .ndependent evaluations designed to "describe and
measure the impact of programs" and the Provision of Technical:Assistance
to States and local agencies on conducting evaluations. A maximum of one
half of 1 percent of the amount appropriated for these prOgrams is provided
for evaluat,ion.and,priority is to be given to the federal assistance to
state and local agencies.

t
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APPENDIX 3

Public Law 94-142 (Education fo the Handicapped) Evaluation

13

r

Requirements

The Education for all Handicapped Children Act of 1975 and the per-
tinent regulations' are explicit about responsibilities. The states are
the primary target of federal oversight and the in turn are responsible
for overseeing th local education agencies. ThSprogram fo used on
the provision of a "free, appropriate public education for all ndicapped
chilare .? -The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (BEH) in USOE was
assign d tht responsibility for administration and evaluation of .L. 94-142.

(a) LEA "Evaluation" Requirements. At the local level, the term
-evaluation refers primarily to diagnostic assessment of children. The
regulations require that preOlaceent evaluation be conducted using
multiple, appropriate assessment modes. If the child is found to have
a handicapping condition, an Individualized Educational Plan (IEP).is
devised. The content of the Individual Education Plan is required by the
regulations to include: (1) an assessment of present levelsof educational
performance; (2) a statement of annual goals and .short term instructional
objectives; (3) a statement of specific special education and relalted services
and an assessment of.the extent to which the child is able to participate in
regular education programs; (4) projected dates for initiation and termi-
nation of services, (5), appropriate objective criteria, evaluation proced=
ures and a schedule for reevaluation.

(b) SEA Evaluation requirements. the state has responsibility to
ensure that the IEP.has been prepared and that it meets the educational
standards.of the state. This is essentially a monitoring function and is
carried out through on-site visits. Elaborate checklists have been developed
by state agencies-and BEH for assessing compliance with regulktions. Addi-
tional monitoring requirements include fiscal audits and an assessment of
the extent to which the Individual Educational Plan is actually.carried
out, in practice. This:latter function is essentially a check .t8 ensure
that the Ryogram for individual children is actually implemented.

1%

The law specifies .that in any fiscal year, the State may use fives
percent of the total state"allotmenti under part B, or $200,000, whichever
is greater for conducting required _administrative activities. Evaluation
in the sense of monitoring is included under this categorytof activities.

The State Education Agency required to report (1) the number-of
handicapped children receiving services on October 1 and February 1 of the '

school year; (2) the number of handicapped children within each disability
*category; (3) the number of handicapped with each of three age ,groups.
For all figures, unduplicated counts are required. This report is to be
transmitted to the COMmissiOner.
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(Or) Evaluation requirements at the Federal Level. The Commissioner
has responsibility for evaluation under Section 618 of the Act. Specifi-
cally, the legislation authorizes (1) annual studies; (2) assessment of
the adequacy of information provided by state agencies; and (3) development
of effective methods and procedures for evaluation.

This degree of explicitness is oft not warranted for a variety of
'masons._ In some cases, the feasibility of conducting a pecific type of
evaluation is unknown and the details are deferred to thgpagency responsible
for carrying out the evaluation. In other instances (e.g., ESEA, Title I)
the law requires the development and implementation of models for estimating
program effects but the SEA and LEA personnel are provided with some dis-
cretion'as to which model they will follow.

F
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